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Hans Beckhoff, founder and Managing Owner 

of Beckhoff Automation
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“This is a great result that we are incredibly proud of,” reports a delighted 

Managing Owner Hans Beckhoff, whose company recorded an unprecedented 

level of incoming orders. “We could definitely have seen even more growth last 

year, but the shortage of components along with our own capacities has held 

us back in some areas,” Hans Beckhoff clarifies the tense situation in many 

areas of industry. 

Very positive economic developments in Germany, Europe,  

and around the world

For the German market, Beckhoff achieved a sales increase of around 27%, 

while the number of incoming orders more than doubled. Similar trends were 

also recorded by the company in many other countries where it sells its products. 

“With one or two exceptions, we made significant gains in 2021 in almost all 
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The sales curve of Beckhoff Automation con

tinues to rise exponentially, with the Verlbased 

automation technology specialist recording 

average annual growth of 15% since 2000.

Beckhoff Automation increases  
sales to 1.182 billion euros

Most successful business year in company history

Despite facing real challenges along the way, the 2021 financial year was a success 
for Beckhoff Automation. For the first time in its almost 42-year history, the Verl,  
Germany-based automation technology specialist exceeded the one billion euro  
mark in sales. With a total worldwide result of 1.182 billion euros, the company  
increased its sales by around 28% compared to 2020.



created the basis for further development at the East Westphalia site for our 

company.” 

Further expansion outside of Verl

At the same time as the expansions in Verl and Rietberg, Beckhoff is also 

expanding in other locations. For example, the 2021 financial year saw the au-

tomation technology specialist open an office in Kaunas, Lithuania, to serve the 

market in this part of the world. A new building is currently being constructed in 

Balingen, Baden-Württemberg, Germany for the sales office located there. This 
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is set to be entirely self-sufficient in terms of its energy needs and will be ready 

to move into at the beginning of 2023. In Marktheidenfeld in Lower Franconia, 

the drive technology production facility of the Fertig Motors subsidiary located 

there is being expanded. The subsidiary Beckhoff Austria is building a new 

headquarters in Bürs, while the first production facility outside Germany is to be 

built near Shanghai in China. The main reason for this is to expand the Chinese 

market from within the country itself, since this is one of the strongest markets 

in terms of sales for Beckhoff Automation with a share of more than 22%.

MX-System revolutionizes control cabinet design

Last year, Beckhoff launched numerous new and further developments in its 

existing product families of industrial PCs, I/O, drive technology and automation 

software. With the presentation of its MX-System, the company presented the 

automation world with a groundbreaking revolution and expanded its portfolio 

to include a completely new product category. “The MX-System is a modular 

automation toolkit. All functions that were previously housed in the control 

cabinet can now be easily mounted on a baseplate using appropriate modules. 

The robust design of the system facilitates direct mounting on the machine, so 

an additional protective housing is no longer necessary. The easy-to-use system 
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countries with our own sales branches – often in the double-digit percentage 

range,” sums up the Managing Owner. He goes on to explain: “Our two largest 

subsidiaries in China and the USA also recorded strong double-digit growth.” 

Similar to Germany, incoming orders abroad were mostly significantly higher 

than actual sales growth.

Automation technology is currently experiencing a real boom across all indus-

tries all over the world; however, demand is exceeding the production capacities 

of suppliers, who have been weakened further still by the effects of the global 

pandemic. For Beckhoff, this is particularly evident in the shortage of semicon-

ductors and other electronic components. “This bottleneck is likely to continue 

beyond 2022,” predicts Hans Beckhoff, adding, “Nevertheless, we need to 

prepare for better raw material availability so that we can fulfill customer 

orders as quickly as possible. This is why we are working tirelessly 

to expand and optimize our entire company – from administra-

tion and development through to production.” 

Corporate infrastructure expansions 

at the global headquarters in Verl

The rapid and dynamic growth of the tech-

nology company presents some major 

challenges. Production capacities have 

already been expanded and personnel re-

sources increased. By the middle of the year, 

Beckhoff will expand its production capacities 

in Verl and the surrounding area by more than 

50% compared to the beginning of 2020. “To this 

end, we are mobilizing our last space reserves and 

acquiring additional space,” reports Hans Beckhoff. 

Beckhoff recently acquired a 15-hectare site in the immediate vicinity of existing 

properties in the inter-municipal industrial park planned by the cities of Verl and 

Rietberg in the Varensell district of Rietberg. “We plan to create an industrial 

park here that will provide space for further expansion in the future for both 

Beckhoff Automation and our wholly owned subsidiaries Smyczek and Schirmer, 

which are also growing dynamically along with us,” Hans Beckhoff continues. 

These plans include modern production and administration buildings that will 

be embedded in a Westphalian park landscape and will involve the sealing-over 

of as little land area as possible. “Sustainability and environmental protection 

are important aspects for all business decisions in our company, and we are 

also taking them into consideration in our new building project,” explains Hans 

Beckhoff. This is why the company wants to build production and office build-

ings up to four stories high. Parking spaces are to be created in a space-saving 

manner in a multi-story parking garage, and a high-rack warehouse will also 

help to optimize operational processes and minimize the sealed surface area. An 

overall urban development plan is being planned by Beckhoff.

 

Together with the site on Gütersloher Straße in the town of Verl, which was 

acquired several years ago, the new property will secure the spatial develop-

ment of the Beckhoff Automation Group at its main site in eastern Westphalia 

for the next decade and beyond. Hans Beckhoff is expecting to see continued 

healthy growth for his company: “Over the next 10 years, we expect to create 

more than 1,000 additional jobs here if all goes well. We are pleased to have 

Hightech development: Beckhoff is revolutionizing the automation industry with its 

innovative MXSystem. The modular system enables control cabinetfree automation 

of machines and systems, saving not only space, but also significant time in the  

design, engineering and construction of control systems.
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is a revolution for machine design and will change the face of automation 

forever!” explains Hans Beckhoff.

He goes on to add: “Our MX-System is a perfect fit in terms of machine build-

ing, but the system should also offer users significant benefits when it comes 

to process technology, measurement technology, and much more. Wherever 

electrical energy and intelligence are involved, the MX-System will offer real 

advantages!” In addition to the space saved, the design, engineering and 

installation of the control system are also simplified: “For example, a control 

cabinet assembly that previously took 24 hours can be reduced to around one 

hour of simple module assembly,” reports the graduate physicist, who actually 

started his company in the early 1980s with the construction of control cabinets 

as its core business. 

Continued growth in number of employees 

In the past financial year, Beckhoff hired more than 500 new employees 

worldwide. This means that, as of March 2022, the family company now em-

ploys 5,000 employees (previous year 4,500): 3,400 of them in Verl and the 

surrounding area, 3,850 in Germany as a whole and 1,450 abroad. “Having 

the expertise we need in-house is a major success factor for us. Beckhoff 

manufactures sophisticated high-tech products that are developed by a real 

hive of the brightest minds working together within our company,” notes 

Hans Beckhoff, explaining the comparatively high number of currently 1,900 

engineers among his employees. He goes on to add: “At Beckhoff, we say:  

Engineers must save the world! It is our task to develop products and auto -

mate production processes in such a way that they consume fewer raw mate-

rials and less energy than in the past. Every year, effectiveness and productivity 

must be increased to meet the worldwide desire for more prosperity in an 

ecologically sustainable way.” 

Beckhoff has been training young people in eight different industrial and 

commercial professions since the 1980s so that it is well positioned to count 

on a valuable pool of skilled workers in the future. Since 2010, the high-tech 

manufacturer has also been focusing on academic training in the form of 

work-integrated study programs in cooperation with the Bielefeld University of 

Applied Sciences at its Gütersloh, Germany campus.

PC Control 01 | 2022      news

More information:
www.beckhoff.com

Hans Beckhoff (right) with his wife Margit and their children Johannes and Frederike (from 

left), who are actively involved in the development and management of the family business.
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The Beckhoff MX-System: New construction kit 
for automation replaces the control cabinet!
The new MX-System from Beckhoff is quite simply a revolution in control cabinet construction. In this interview, Managing 
Owner Hans Beckhoff and MX-System Product Manager Daniel Siegenbrink explain where this claim comes from and how 
the conventional control cabinet can be replaced.

Pluggable system solution for automation without control cabinet
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Beckhoff has always been synonymous with  

technical innovation, so what can we expect as the  

next development step in automation?

Hans Beckhoff: That’s right, we certainly have introduced our fair share of 

revolutions in the automation sector. My particular favorites include the prin-

ciple of PC-based control technology in general, as well as the bus terminals 

as decentralized I/Os, and our EtherCAT communication protocol, which is 

now established as a global standard. Looking back on over 40 years of our 

company’s history, we have been able to build up a wide range of experience in 

how to fundamentally improve automation technology. What’s more, Beckhoff 

is not only an automation specialist, but also a successful control cabinet man-

ufacturer with around 250 employees. We are now in the process of channeling 

this comprehensive expertise in both technological and practical terms into an 

innovative new product range that we believe will change the face of automa-

tion as we know it. 

With the robust baseplate and plugin function modules from the IPC, I/O, 

Motion, Relay, and System segments, the MXSystem provides a highly flexible 

automation solution without a control cabinet in IP67 protection rating.

Managing Director Hans Beckhoff: “Our MXSystem has the potential to revolutionize 

the entire control cabinet and mechanical engineering industry.”
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So what exactly can we expect from this new product range?

Hans Beckhoff: Well, I’ve already touched on the fact that we have extensive 

practical experience in the field of control cabinet construction. So we have 

combined this experience with our know-how in our other product areas, which 

covers IPCs, I/O and communication technology, drive technology, and software. 

The result of this is a uniform modular automation component kit that complete-

ly replaces traditionally wired control cabinets with standardized modules. All 

of the technical systems and functions required in the control cabinet or on the 

machine are combined in a single system known as the MX-System.

Daniel Siegenbrink: In principle, every control cabinet is constructed in the 

same way: There is always a power feed, main switch, power supply units, 

the controller including I/O level and fieldbus, as well as the drive technology. 

There’s also the power distribution, which refers to the switching of 400 V, the 

direct start of motors, or the supply of external units. We have standardized 

these recurring blocks and implemented them in a uniform concept in the form 

of the MX-System. 

How is the MX-System structured in detail?

Hans Beckhoff: The basic requirement is an extremely robust mechanical 

solution offering IP67 protection that is capable of accommodating all auto-

mation modules directly on the machine in a practical and solid manner. This 

is what prompted us to implement what we are referring to as our baseplate 

concept. First and foremost, this includes the baseplate itself, which consists of a 

highly mechanically stable aluminum profile and, in addition to the mechanical 

enclosure, also includes backplanes, on the one hand for control voltages and 

communication, and on the other hand for supply voltages. Furthermore, various 

connectors – data and power connectors – are defined, which can be used to 

plug in function modules. This is the basis for a modular control cabinet system 

that can be mounted directly on the machine without the need for additional 

protective housings due to the robust design of the baseplate and module. A 

central, manually installed control cabinet is therefore no longer necessary.

How can this be used to implement control cabinet functionality 

in concrete terms?

Hans Beckhoff: With the corresponding function module, for example, a drive 

can simply be plugged on a connector in the baseplate and screwed tight with 

robust captive screws. It is then automatically supplied with EtherCAT, i.e. the 

communication, the corresponding control voltages and power voltages. That’s 

all there is to it! A minute later and the drive is fully installed! With regard to 

the motor connection, our proven One Cable Technology (OCT) is – of course – 

available on the front of the module. The other modules are constructed in the 

same way, so for the electrical supply, for example, this involves a UL-compliant 

supply module with a main switch and integrated power supply unit. All in all, 

the MX-System covers every conceivable automation environment, spanning 

digital, analog, and safety I/Os, power supplies for a 600 V drive DC link voltage 

and other power output stages, right through to pluggable Industrial PCs. It re-

ally is amazing how quickly a control cabinet can be built with the MX-System! 

Individual, customer-specific special functions that are not covered by our stan-

dard construction kit are also supported by the MX-System. Any functions can 

be integrated via empty housings with a corresponding MX-System interface or 

via separate control boxes connected via EtherCAT.

Daniel Siegenbrink: We really do cover all of the functions required on the 

machine. The modules – which are hot-swappable, I should point out – are 

divided into the PC, I/O, and Motion product areas as well as the new Relay 

and System segments. This also includes some new products such as frequency 

inverters, relays, contactors, hybrid motor starters, 24 and 48 V power supplies 

and power outputs.

Hans Beckhoff: It goes without saying that we benefit from the broad spectrum 

of our PC- and EtherCAT-based control and drive technology by being able to draw 

on proven technologies. Nevertheless, we have virtually reinvented the entire 

Beckhoff product range for the MX-System and made it pluggable from both a 

performance and control point of view. We have also been working with various 

lead customers from the very beginning, i.e. for more than three years now, in a bid 

to take a targeted approach to our development with the practical applications of 

our customers in mind. This has helped us massively with the system specification.

Speaking of specifications, what are the framework parameters 

for using the MX-System?

Hans Beckhoff: The MX-System is designed for a maximum rated current of 

63 A and for 1-phase voltages of up to 265 V AC and 3-phase voltages up to 

530 V AC. The permissible temperature range is from 0 to 50 °C, with purely 

passive cooling.

Daniel Siegenbrink: The following parameters apply to the individual con-

nectors: The data connector provides EtherCAT communication as well as 24 or  

48 V DC and up to 20 A, while a power connector provides the 3-phase AC 

voltages (plus neutral conductor and PE) as well as the DC voltages of up to 

848 V for the DC link of the drive technology at a maximum of 35 A. By using 

two power connectors in parallel, we can also provide up to a maximum of  

63 A for one module. Another important aspect for practical use concerns certi-

Product Manager Daniel Siegenbrink: “The MXSystem leads to an immense reduction 

in effort, especially in terms of control cabinet construction and maintenance. It also 

simplifies machine design and optimally supports modularity in the field of mechani

cal engineering.”
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fications. The MX-System is a control cabinet replacement that complies with the 

relevant control cabinet standards. But that’s not all. Unlike conventional control 

cabinets, it offers a uniform solution for CE, UL CSA, and IEC. This means that 

machine builders can actually manufacture from stock and simply decide where 

in the world they will ship the machine on the day of delivery.

What other advantages are there for machine and system  

manufacturers?

Hans Beckhoff: The advantages of the new modular system are apparent as 

early as the design phase. This is because the complexity of a control cabinet 

with all the individual wire connections, individual wire markings and the level 

of design effort for the subsequent control cabinet construction is drastically 

reduced. With the MX-System, modules only have to be plugged onto a plate, 

as an electrical control cabinet terminal, so to speak, similar to a pneumatic 

valve terminal. According to some pilot customers, this means – for example – 

that 300 pages of circuit diagrams are reduced to 30 pages and the associated 

workload is also reduced by 90%. These are immense savings that should also 

translate into lower costs.

Daniel Siegenbrink: Today, our customers think in terms of compact machine 

modules, but they also always have to consider the control cabinet as a high-

er-level unit, so to speak. Not only does this require a lot of cabling work, but 

the modularity of the machine concepts cannot be fully represented in this way. 

With our system, on the other hand, this is no problem at all, as the control 

cabinet can be distributed around the machine on a modular basis rather than 

being a large monolithic block.

Hans Beckhoff: The minimized space requirements are yet another crucial 

factor. Machine builders can mount the compact MX-System directly on the 

machine body, which eliminates the need for a separate control cabinet with its 

own cable routes. This simplifies the installation process considerably, especially 

in conjunction with pre-assembled cables. It also means that the pluggable 

installation can now be handled by a mechanic rather than electricians only.

The MXSystem is highly modular and can be optimally adapted to the respective  

application with a wide range of function modules.
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What does the MX-System mean for control cabinet  

construction itself?

Daniel Siegenbrink: Today, control cabinet construction is usually a compli-

cated process involving a whole load of components and process sequences. 

There’s also a certain susceptibility to errors and high spatial requirements to 

factor into the equation. This is where our pluggable technology helps by sim-

plifying not only the circuit diagram but also the level of wiring effort. Analyses 

have also shown that, in some cases, 90% of previous parts list items are no 

longer needed. This eliminates a great deal of effort when it comes to control 

cabinet construction.

Hans Beckhoff: And just as machine planning benefits from the minimized 

amount of effort, so too does control cabinet construction. According to our 

estimates, for example, what would once have taken 24 hours for control cabi-

net assembly can now be cut down to around one hour of module installation. 

And what’s more, the quality of the control cabinet will also improve. As for 

the complex individual wiring, this is all replaced by a simple, error-free plug-in 

functionality. We have also created further cost savings by moving away from 

the previous manual individual production processes in favor of industrial 

module prefabrication. And furthermore, many machine builders will be able to 

simplify their logistics, since this easy-to-install technology eliminates the need 

for external control cabinet construction.

To what extent do end users benefit from the MX-System?

Hans Beckhoff: We believe that our MX-System will generate huge benefits, 

especially for the end users of the machine. By encapsulating the individual 

automation functions in a single module, simple diagnostics for electrical faults 

can be performed at module level. In the event of a fault like this, typically only 

the electrician is allowed to open the control cabinet to check a voltage or a 

contactor with the aid of a measuring device. But with the MX-System, this is no 

longer necessary, since the control cabinet itself no longer exists and the actual 

function has migrated to a module. This means that the maintenance engineer 

With the MXSystem and EtherCAT, the  

conventional centralized approach becomes  

a decentralized distributed control cabinet.

If required, the MXSystem can also be used  

in combination with a control cabinet or  

the IP67 products from Beckhoff, connected 

with EtherCAT or EtherCAT P.
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only has to determine the state of the module – using status LEDs, a smartphone 

and Beckhoff Device Diagnostics – to decide whether the module, the cable to 

the field device, or the field device itself needs to be replaced. 

Daniel Siegenbrink: In many companies, there is often a lack of suitable 

maintenance personnel who can carry out service or repairs for the increas-

ingly complex control technology. From this point of view, too, the easy inter-

changeability of the modules and the comprehensive diagnostic concept are 

of immense importance for the end user. Especially since, unlike in the classic 

control cabinet, the MX-System only uses networked components. Thus, the  

MX system is a complete “IoT control cabinet” that enables our customers to 

also integrate previously passive control cabinet components, such as a contac-

tor or fuse, into predictive maintenance concepts. At the same time, Beckhoff 

Device Diagnostics is also based on the fact that each MX system module and 

also the baseplate is an EtherCAT device. 

Could you go into a little more detail about this diagnostic  

concept you mention?

Daniel Siegenbrink: Well, on the one hand, this includes the extensive 

diagnostic options of EtherCAT that people are already familiar with. This is 

supplemented by a unique serial number for each module, which is placed on 

the front as a DataMatrix code. The code can be scanned via a smartphone app, 

which connects the smartphone to the controller by wireless technology and 

then displays the respective diagnostic data, such as the module status or error 

memory. In this way, the smartphone becomes a ‘universal digital voltmeter 

and scope’, which goes above and beyond simply replacing classic measuring 

devices. The maintenance or service technician benefits from precise informa-

tion about the state of a function or assembly without having to measure up 

the hardware.

Hans Beckhoff: With this concept, we are introducing Beckhoff Device Diag-

nostics in general, in that every intelligent Beckhoff product is issued with a 

corresponding unique serial number, which can be read in externally via the 

DataMatrix code or internally via EtherCAT communication.

Which customers does Beckhoff want to appeal to with the new 

MX-System?

Hans Beckhoff: We believe that we can solve virtually all automation tasks 

with our new system! The MX-System is designed to cover the widest possible 

range of applications, just like the traditional control cabinet itself, which we 

ultimately want to replace with it. Of course, the MX-System is a perfect fit in 

terms of mechanical engineering, but the system should also offer users signif-

icant benefits when it comes to process technology, measurement technology, 

and much more besides. The MX-System will offer huge advantages in any 

scenario involving electrical energy and intelligence.

This interview was conducted by Stefan Ziegler, Editorial Management PR, Beckhoff Automation

The MX-System from  
the user’s perspective

During the conception and development stages of the MX-System, 

special focus was placed on concrete user benefits. This is also con-

firmed by the following mechanical engineering specialists:

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/mx-system

Jörg Riekenbrauck, Head of  

Advance Development, Uhlmann 

PacSysteme GmbH & Co. KG: 

“We have been following the 

development with great interest 

for three years and see clear po-

tential here to reduce the size of 

machine modules and installation 

costs while making integrated data 

communication for condition mon-

itoring and IoT applications easily 

available.”

Ingo Göller, CTO Global 

© Messer Cutting Systems:

“Due to the close coopera-

tion with Beckhoff, we were 

very much involved in the 

idea and development of the 

MX-System. It will fit perfectly 

with our modular machine 

platform ELEMENT, where we 

can react very quickly to indi-

vidual customer requirements. 

The MX-System offers us the 

necessary flexibility in terms 

of configuration to provide a 

solution to meet customer- 

specific applications. In addi-
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tion, the MX-System minimizes the electrical cabinets, reduces the risk 

of errors especially in the area of wiring, and increases the access to 

data for diagnostics and Industrie 4.0. We see a further advantage in 

the integrated TwinSAFE technology, which enables us to implement 

our safety concept more efficiently.”
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Contactless energy and data transmission  
to XTS movers 

Since its market launch in 2012, the intelligent transport system XTS has revolutionized 
product transport and machine concepts in a wide range of applications. As a result,  
machines have become more flexible, compact and efficient. In order to once again push  
the boundaries of what is possible in this field, Beckhoff has developed an innovative solu-
tion for contactless energy and data transmission with No Cable Technology (NCT). Now NCT 
enables continuous power supply and synchronous real-time data communication to devices 
attached to the moving XTS movers for the first time.

No Cable Technology: XTS functional extension opens up a new dimension in machine flexibility
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With NCT, XTS creates the basis for another quantum leap in machine flexi-

bility and provides manufacturers with new opportunities to implement  

highly flexible systems that address challenging market developments. This  

is because an increasing number of variants, shorter product life cycles and 

limited production space require extremely agile machines, which is made 

possible by robust XTS mechatronics and software functionality that replace 

complex mechanical components. In addition to the dynamic product trans-

port that was possible before, NCT enables the implementation of additional 

process sequences directly on the mover itself – both while moving and at 

a standstill.

For the first time, NCT makes it possible to implement processing steps and 

quality control on the XTS mover itself while the process is running. Sufficient 

power supply and fast communication with the TwinCAT control system make 

the connection of sensors and actuators easy. Data communication with each 

mover is real-time capable and, in conjunction with EtherCAT, synchronizes 

With the new No Cable Technology (NCT), XTS movers  

can become mobile handling or processing stations.
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system-wide events with µs precision so that a specific event can be triggered 

at an exactly defined time and position. This creates new engineering options 

for the user, especially in the areas of product handling, machining and mea-

surement parallel to product transport, as well as when adapting production 

machines for rapidly changing production batches. Examples of these solutions 

are provided below.

Mobile processing stations increase production throughput

NCT transfers power to the mover in order to implement a wide range of 

motion sequences directly on it, e.g., with the aid of actuators. This allows the 

mover to manipulate a product directly while in motion, for example to position 

a carton or to screw on a cap. In this way, it becomes an active part of the 

manufacturing process and in fact a mobile processing station. The CNC-based 

motion sequence is synchronized with the positioning of the mover in real 

time. Furthermore, the centralized software approach in TwinCAT allows simple 

synchronization with external processing stations. 

In practice, a rotary movement can be used to align the product, for example. 

This eliminates the time previously required for infeed and outfeed at alterna-

tive processing stations, and the product flow no longer needs to be stopped. 

Consequently, the machine efficiency and production output increase.

Highly flexible multi-robot system reduces footprint

With NCT, every mover becomes a moving handling system. By adding tooling 

such as electromotive grippers, electric lifting magnets or vacuum suction cups, 

a mover can pick up, deposit, transfer, align and stack products. Individual 

As mobile processing stations, the movers with NCT enable, for example, the  

processoriented alignment of products or workpiece holders as well as product  

processing, rotation and manipulation.
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pick-up from an unsorted and irregular product flow as well as subsequent 

sorting, e.g., into good and reject parts or orderly product placement in the 

final packaging, is also possible. 

XTS achieves particularly high sorting performance through a circulating travel 

movement, i.e., without movement against the product flow, as is necessary with 

robot arms. A large number of movers with integrated product pick-up function-

ality can be used to increase throughput without requiring any additional space. 

Each mover can perform multi-axis movements which allows product alignment 

in the X, Y, and Z directions, whereby one axis is already taken over by the travel 

movement of the movers. Additional degrees of freedom can be achieved by  

rotary movements. TwinCAT monitors the interaction of the axes via CNC 

functions. This integration turns XTS into a flexible multi-robot system that 

increases sorting performance while reducing the required installation space 

to a minimum.

On-the-fly measurement technology increases  

efficiency and quality

The supply voltage on the XTS mover with NCT can be used for heating or 

cooling to ensure the correct product temperature early on during transport. 

In addition to the generation of physical quantities, measurement tasks can be 

carried out not only inline during the ongoing production, but also in process 

and in parallel to a processing station or during transport. For this purpose, the 

mover is equipped with sensors for recording measured variables. The results 

can be easily linked to the product, which supports complete traceability from 

the incoming order through the production process to delivery.

XTS movers can now serve as a moving handling 

system to pick up and place products.

The connection of various sensors and actuators on the mover is particularly easy  

via open interfaces with direct linking to the TwinCAT control system (distance control 

with an ultrasonic sensor in this case).
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A fully monitored and controlled dosing process can be carried out, for  

example, with a load cell for recording the product weight. With the help of 

transmitted process data, it is possible to compare the target and actual fill 

volumes in real time. This 100% monitoring enables early detection of ab-

normalities and the rapid initiation of appropriate countermeasures. A filling 

station with a suddenly reduced flow rate can be recognized immediately by 

the fact that its filling curve is too flat; however, complete filling is still possible. 

The affected filling station will just remain locked for the production process 

until maintenance is next carried out to ensure product quality and production 

performance throughout the process. This on-the-fly quality assurance elimi-

nates the need for additional process steps, and the product can remain on the 

mover throughout the entire production process, which significantly increases 

machine efficiency.

No Cable Technology (NCT) is a solution developed 

by Beckhoff for contact-free transmission of energy 

and data to a moving object. A peak output of 75 W 

and 35 W rated output as well as fast communication 

(250 µs cycle time) with the TwinCAT control system 

enable seamless connection of sensors and actuators. 

The data communication is real-time capable and can 

synchronize system-wide events with µs accuracy  

in connection with EtherCAT. An active travel path 

composed of motor modules can be used to generate 

an independent inductive coupling to one or more 

moving objects from its power supply. The overall 

system is highly energy-efficient as energy is only 

transferred – in a controlled, position-dependent 

manner – to those points in the system where it is 

required. The transmitted energy profile can therefore 

be adjusted as required along the route.

No Cable Technology

Thomas Beckhoff, Product Manager XTS, Beckhoff Automation

Measuring tasks can be performed in parallel with the processing station or on  

the fly during transport; mounting sensors on the mover enables continuous process 

monitoring.
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Fully compatible expansion of the modular XTS system

The modular XTS system has been expanded for No Cable Technology to include 

special motor modules and electronics that can be mounted on the mover. The 

hardware required for NCT is fully integrated into the motor module, while the 

existing functions and compact design are retained. No additional connections 

or supply lines are required. Furthermore, all NCT components are fully compat-

ible with the previous system components, meaning they can also be combined 

with previous versions as required.

Open interfaces for diverse process solutions

No Cable Technology offers the user integrated data communication and access 

to the electronics of the mover. Production data or system configurations can 

be stored directly in memory, ensuring unambiguous mover, tool and product 

identification. The mover also offers condition monitoring of the tools it carries.

Furthermore, the data communication of the mover provides an open inter-

face that is directly linked to the TwinCAT control system. This enables the 

connection of standardized devices on the mover in motion. One example is 

the possibility for cyclic data retrieval from an ultrasonic sensor via an RS485 

communication interface, which can be used for distance control. All in all, a 

broad product portfolio – including sensors and actuators – can be integrated 

on the movers.

No Cable Technology

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/nct

Products can be picked up dynamically from an unsorted and irregular product  

inflow and then stored in an orderly fashion. A wide variety of movers turns XTS  

into a highly flexible multirobot system.
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The electric cylinders from the AA3000 series are ideally suited as direct drives 

for linear applications with high process forces and speeds. The advantages 

with regard to force, dynamics and compactness meet the advantages of servo 

technology such as controlled positioning, safe holding at a standstill and high 

energy efficiency. 

The integrated mechanism of precise roller bearings, ball screw and guide pro-

vides for a backlash-free, purely translatory motion. Furthermore, this results in 

very compact dimensions. At the shaft end of the spindle is an external thread 

on which conventional adapters such as ball heads or clamping hooks from the 

pneumatic/hydraulic range can be mounted. 

The first product of the new series is the AA3033 electric cylinder, which is 

offered in two variants: 

– with 12,500 N peak force, 3,700 N continuous force and 0.5 m/s maximum 

speed 

– with 6,250 N peak force, 1,850 N continuous force and 1.0 m/s maximum 

speed

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/aa3000

AA3000 series: Servomotor alternative for 
energy-intensive pneumatic cylinders

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/cx56x0

CX5600 Embedded PC series expands 
portfolio of AMD Ryzen™ devices

Equipped with AMD Ryzen™ processors, the Embedded PCs of the CX5600 

series complement the existing CX51xx and CX52xx devices with identical 

housing dimensions. In addition, the new devices offer the option of con-

necting a CX2500 extension module on the left-hand side, increasing the 

flexibility in use. 

The new series currently includes two device versions: CX5620 has an AMD 

Ryzen™ processor with 1.2 GHz clock frequency, type CX5630 has a cor-

responding 2.4 GHz processor. Both DIN rail-mountable Embedded PCs are 

characterized by low power consumption and fanless operation. As standard 

equipment, the devices offer two independent Gbit Ethernet interfaces, four 

USB 3.0, one DVI-D interface, a flexibly assignable multi-option interface 

ex-factory, as well as 4 GB or 8 GB RAM. In addition, the sys-

tem can be expanded on the left-hand side with a CX2500 

module, so that further PC interfaces (such as two additional 

1 GB Ethernet ports) or fieldbus interfaces can be added. 

TwinCAT 2 (32 bit) continues to be supported with the 

CX5600 series. However, it is possible to switch to the  

more advanced TwinCAT 3 (64 bit) at any time. With both 

TwinCAT 2 and TwinCAT 3, the management in the TwinCAT 

real-time kernel ensures that sufficient time remains for  

executing the user interface (HMI) in addition to executing  

the real-time control tasks. The high performance of the  

graphics kernel integrated in the CPU enables support of demanding 

visualizations including advanced user interfaces. The CX56x0 devices are 

offered with Windows 10 as well as with the TwinCAT/BSD operating system 

from Beckhoff.

The flange size of the electric cylinder is based on ISO 15552 and has bolting 

points on both sides in case, for example, an application requires a swivel bolt 

connection. This compatibility makes the conversion from pneumatic to electric 

drive technology particularly easy. In addition to the high resolution, the safe 

24-bit multiturn encoder installed offers the advantages of the One Cable 

Technology (OCT) and the electronic identification plate for fast and simple 

commissioning. In addition, the electric cylinder enables uncomplicated access 

to process data, which can be used to optimize process performance quickly 

and easily. Other spindle pitches or a backlash-free holding brake are available 

as options.
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ments in the rapidly increasing worldwide large-scale production of high-quality 

car batteries and accumulators. 

With the oversampling function, the 2-channel measurement terminal achieves 

a maximum sampling rate of 50 ksps per channel. This high sampling rate in high 

voltage applications allows deeper insights into the underlying energy applica-

tions. In generator control, for example, faster response times are possible as a 

result. Moreover, high measurement accuracy enables a more accurate frequen-

cy detection, which in turn improves the frequency stabilization in power grids. 

In battery testing applications, load and quality tests can be reliably performed 

due to the high sampling rates possible.

Specialized in extra-high voltages, the ELM3002-0205 is the new member of 

the ELM3xxx measurement device family, which now comprises more than 

30 high-precision and industrial-grade EtherCAT Terminals. Integrated into the 

large EtherCAT Terminal portfolio from Beckhoff, the measurement terminals are 

a foundation for future-proof automation.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/elm3002-0205

ELM3002-0205 EtherCAT measurement terminal 
enables high-voltage measurement

updates, will therefore not interrupt machine control execution. This ensures 

machine availability since Windows is only restarted within the virtual machine 

environment and TwinCAT continues to run in the real-time context supported 

by the TwinCAT/BSD host. 

Through the device passthrough feature of TwinCAT/BSD Hypervisor, hardware 

resources such as GPU, USB and/or network interfaces can be explicitly as-

signed to a virtual machine. In this way, access to the TwinCAT/BSD system by 

user and/or network interfaces can be limited, and the security of the control 

system can be improved. With TwinCAT/BSD Hypervisor, Linux distributions 

can be operated on the controller in addition to Windows, e.g., for running 

Linux containers. In this case, data communication between Linux containers 

and machine controller can be supported by host-only networks. This ensures 

that unencrypted network communication will take place exclusively locally 

between TwinCAT/BSD and the Linux container host, and confidential machine 

data will not leave the Industrial PC.

TwinCAT/BSD Hypervisor as  
a new system feature

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/hypervisor

The ELM3002-0205 EtherCAT measurement terminal is designed for high-volt-

age measurement on batteries, generators and motors. It supports the four 

measurement ranges of ±60, ±120, ±500 and ±1,000 V, respectively, and is 

particularly suitable for applications in the fields of electromobility and renew-

able energies. 

In the field of renewable energies, the new ELM3002-0205 supports, for  

example, the efficiency increase of wind turbines via direct converter control.  

A prerequisite for this is voltage measurement in the 1,000 V range directly on 

the generator. The electromobility segment, for example, has similar require-

TwinCAT/BSD Hypervisor is a system feature of the TwinCAT/BSD operating 

system from Beckhoff that enables the simultaneous execution of virtual ma-

chines (VM) and TwinCAT real-time applications on an Industrial PC. Optimized 

hypervisor integration in TwinCAT/BSD and matching configurations of Beckhoff 

software and hardware enable maximum performance of virtual machines while 

maintaining TwinCAT real-time properties. 

The high-performance execution of virtual machines enables the strengths of 

different operating systems to be utilized on one Industrial PC and the security 

properties of the overall system to be improved by operating user environments 

in a modular and isolated manner. For example, TwinCAT real-time applications 

can be operated separately from a Windows desktop environment for machine 

operation on an Industrial PC. In this context, the Windows operating system is 

run in a virtual machine environment. Windows restarts, e.g., due to software 
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How has the market success of the EtherCAT plug-in modules  

developed since they were first launched in 2014?

Torsten Budde: Even back in the early years, many prototype machines were 

equipped with the EJ system, and new machine generations were planned based 

on a signal distribution board with EtherCAT plug-in modules. These have now 

successfully gone into series production, which has led to a significant increase 

in the number of units for this new I/O design. 

What are the largest application industries or areas right now?

Torsten Budde: In addition to classic series machine manufacturing – for 

example, in the plastics industry or the machine tool sector – the use of  

EtherCAT plug-in modules is increasing due to their compact design, especially 

in semiconductor manufacturing, robots and driverless transport systems. In 

the latter segment, the current boom in e-commerce in particular increases 

demand. Traditional mechanical engineering is also showing very good growth 

figures with numerous projects such as those in the field of electromobility.

Comprehensive I/O expertise implemented on circuit  
boards via a compact and pluggable approach
When Beckhoff launched the EJ series of EtherCAT plug-in modules back in 2014, it added a completely new design to its broad 
I/O portfolio. In this interview, Torsten Budde, Product Manager I/O, takes a look at the many advantages – particularly for series 
machine manufacturing – and the corresponding successful market launch.

Interview on the development of the EtherCAT plug-in modules in the EJ series

Applied Energy Systems (AES) uses EtherCAT 

plugin modules in its GigaGuard™ GSMV™ 

controller for production supply with high 

purity gases: “Not only do the EJ plugin mod

ules eliminate the usual pointtopoint wiring, 

but this type of installation also saves a lot 

of space. With other systems, I would need 

to have a box two or three times this size to 

incorporate so many I/O channels. The fact 

that these EJ plugin modules are so compact 

and easy to install on circuit boards gives AES 

greater flexibility in series production and 

greatly minimizes the amount of wiring effort 

and potential for error.”
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What have been the most important additions to the EJ portfolio 

since 2014, and to what extent has the technology benefited from 

the comprehensive Beckhoff I/O expertise?

Torsten Budde: Well, it goes without saying that the EJ series clearly benefits 

from the broad EtherCAT I/O portfolio, which serves as the basis for the devel-

opment of new pluggable I/O modules featuring tried-and-tested technology. 

In addition to the digital and analog plug-in modules, an important step is 

the integration of TwinSAFE and motion functionalities in the compact EJ 

form factor. With the EK1110-0043 EtherCAT EJ coupler, it is even possible 

to mount Embedded PCs in the CX series and EL Terminals onto the signal 

distribution board.

What is the best way to describe the function of this application- 

specific circuit board, known as a signal distribution board?

Torsten Budde: With the signal distribution board, the individual wires in the 

classic control cabinet are implemented as conductor tracks on the circuit board. 

Signal distribution takes place directly on the circuit board from the modules 

to the connectors of the cable harnesses – hence the name signal distribution 

board.

The signal distribution board can either be designed by  

the customer or purchased as a product from Beckhoff. What are 

the criteria influencing the decision-making process here?

Torsten Budde: First and foremost, the fundamental question for the customer 

to ask themselves is whether or not they have an in-house development depart-

ment with the necessary expertise in circuit board development. If the answer 

is no, then the signal distribution board can also be developed and produced by 

Beckhoff. If the customer decides to develop in-house or with a local partner, all 

the necessary documentation and guidelines for smooth implementation can be 

found on the Beckhoff website. As our customer base continues to expand, more 

and more customers are opting for their own in-house development, as many 

industries have the necessary resources in place.

What criteria can machine builders use to determine whether  

the EJ concept or the terminal technology is more suitable for  

setting up their own I/O level?

Torsten Budde: The main criterion is the number of machines produced per 

year. In addition, the compact dimensions of the EJ system mean it can be 

installed in even the smallest of spaces, such as in robots or driverless transport 

systems, so that can also be a deciding factor. 

VMek™ Sorting Technology benefits from  

EtherCAT plug-in modules for its seed sorting 

machines: “We estimate that we have reduced 

our equipment assembly time by 50%. We have 

also minimized service time, if it’s ever needed.”  

The small adjustments at the hardware level 

helped VMek cut costs by roughly 700 U.S. dol-

lars per I/O segment.
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What user benefits are at the forefront of the EtherCAT  

plug-in module concept?

Torsten Budde: Customers are able to produce their machines in a shorter time, 

which in turn means they can deliver them faster. This is because the concept of 

EtherCAT plug-in modules reduces the time required for installation and results 

in consistently high and uniform quality due to the elimination of wiring errors.

Getting down to the details, how does the EJ concept affect  

the matter of machine wiring?

Torsten Budde: Since the simple plugging in of the modules replaces complex 

wiring, the complete production process of the machine can be optimized. The 

time required for machine wiring is significantly reduced and production costs 

are lowered.

What does this mean for downstream process steps, such as  

testing and troubleshooting, or for the supply chain as a whole?

Torsten Budde: In addition to the time required for control cabinet design, 

the time required for troubleshooting and final testing before delivery is often 

underestimated. With a standard signal distribution board that is simply ‘copied’ 

repeatedly with the same level of quality, this effort is almost completely elimi-

nated. If Beckhoff is supplying the signal distribution board, we can also handle 

the assembly of the EJ modules and the final testing. All the customer has to do 

is simply order the tested unit with a comprehensive order number – including 

housing and special clean room packaging, if required.

The shortage of skilled workers and the demand for shorter deliv-

ery times from end customers are currently the subject of intense 

debate in the mechanical engineering sector. To what extent do 

the EtherCAT plug-in modules offer advantages in this regard?

Torsten Budde: Quite simply, machine builders no longer need an electrician 

to plug together the machine control system because the system also prevents 

the EJ modules from being plugged in incorrectly with mechanical coding. With 

regard to delivery times, the fact that a machine can be ‘plugged together’ faster 

than it can be wired has a real impact, so it is ready for shipment to the customer 

in a shorter time without the need for time-consuming final testing processes.

To what extent can machine builders use the EJ system to relieve 

the strain on supply chains, which are currently under significant 

pressure, and bring previously outsourced value-added activities 

such as external control cabinet construction back in-house?

Torsten Budde: Machine builders can store complete sets of pre-tested signal 

distribution boards and EtherCAT plug-in modules together with tested cable 

harnesses in their own warehouses. When an order is received, these ma-

chine components can enter the production process directly, and the typically 

time-consuming processes of coordinating and ordering via an external control 

cabinet design company are no longer necessary. 

Can the advantages of the EtherCAT plug-in modules mentioned  

be substantiated with concrete figures based on previous customer 

projects – for example, as a measure of time or cost savings?

Torsten Budde: That always depends on the application in question, but it can 

be illustrated very well using the following two examples: For Swiss machine 

tool builder GF Machining Solutions SA, the EtherCAT plug-in modules signifi-

cantly reduced the error rate compared to individual wiring, and the fact that 

they require almost 40% less wiring effort also significantly lowered costs. 

Building a conventional control cabinet with DIN rails requires about 20 hours 

of work, but with the EtherCAT plug-in modules, it only takes 10 to 12 hours. 

Mühlbauer GmbH & Co. KG, a special machine builder in the chip card and pass-

port production sector as well as in the semiconductor industry, was able to save 

around 100 hours of assembly time with the DS Merlin die sorting system, plus 

the time previously spent on error identification and troubleshooting.

This interview was conducted by Stefan Ziegler, Editorial Management PR, Beckhoff Automation

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat-plug-in-modules

Torsten Budde, Product Manager I/O,  

Beckhoff Automation

special EJ series | interview       PC Control 01 | 2022
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Selection of new EtherCAT plug-in modules in the EJ series

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/ej6070
www.beckhoff.com/ej6080
www.beckhoff.com/ej7334-0008  
www.beckhoff.com/ej7411

Continuously expanded portfolio supports 
even greater application diversity

Beckhoff offers an extremely wide I/O spectrum for the traditional field 
level in the form of EtherCAT Terminals and Box modules. The company’s 
many years of experience and proven technologies are also reflected in the 
form factor of the EtherCAT plug-in modules for circuit board mounting. 
Continuous expansion of the EJ range is demonstrated by four of the latest 
innovations for 2022.

The EJ6070 license key module can be 

used to manage TwinCAT 3.1 license files.

The new EJ6070 EtherCAT plug-in module represents a hardware license key 

within the modular EtherCAT I/O system. It can be used to manage TwinCAT 

licenses with the license information being transferred via EtherCAT. To this 

end, the license key module is equipped with 1 Mbyte of local data memory for 

saving TwinCAT 3.1 license files. In terms of function and memory, the EJ6070 

corresponds to the C9900-L100 license key USB stick. The connection technology 

of the module, which measures just 12 x 66 x 55 mm, is a 2 x 20-pin socket 

connector.

The EJ6080 EtherCAT memory module uses 128 kbyte of non-volatile memory 

(NOVRAM) and can be used to store and read out parameters and recipes. Part 

of the memory – a maximum of 1280 bytes – can also be used for cyclic storage 

of machine data, such as operating hour counters or production figures. For 

acyclic access, the 128 kbytes are available for use in objects with a maximum 

size of 8,190 bytes depending on the variable structure. The 1-channel com-

munication interface can be used in modular machine concepts with central 

control for storing machine-specific parameter data, to name just one of its 

applications. The size and connection technology correspond to the EJ6070 

EtherCAT plug-in module.

The EJ7334-0008 EtherCAT plug-in module enables direct operation of four 

DC motors and is galvanically isolated from the E-bus. This was achieved while 

still offering the extremely compact housing dimensions of 12 x 66 x 55 mm. 

The speed is specified by a 16-bit value from the automation device, and the 

output stage is overload-proof. If rotation reversal is not required, up to eight 

motors can be operated unidirectionally on the EJ7334-0008 motor module. The 

maximum total current is 8 A (up to 3 A per channel with operating tempera-

tures ranging from 0 to +40 °C) or 6 A (up to 3 A per channel with operating 

temperatures ranging from 0 to +45 °C).

Another innovation in the field of compact drive technology for the EJ series 

is the EJ7411 BLDC motor module. It offers high control performance in a very 

compact design for the medium power range of BLDC motors. Available module 

inputs include 2 x end positions, 1 x encoder, and 3 x Hall sensors, while outputs 

include 1 x BLDC motor, 1 x motor brake, 1 x sensor power supply as well as  

1 x encoder power supply. The fast control technology and support for connec-

tion of an incremental encoder make it possible to achieve both very high speed 

profiles and dynamic positioning tasks. Numerous monitoring functions, such as 

overvoltage and undervoltage, overcurrent, module temperature and motor load 

(via calculation of an I2T model), result in maximum operational reliability. Fur-

ther features of the 24 mm wide EtherCAT plug-in module include 4.5 A output 

current (Irms) and support of the distributed clocks functionality.

These module innovations represent four examples of the continuous expansion 

of the EJ portfolio. Project inquiries are also currently being investigated to 

include new signal forms in the areas of LED control, power measurement and 

EtherCAT bridge data exchange. As a result, the portfolio will continue to be 

supplemented by additional technology areas going forward.
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“Hyphen’s goal is to put foodservice operations on autopilot,” says Daniel 

Fukuba, Co-Founder and CTO of Hyphen based in San Jose, California. “We 

founded the business in July 2018 to leverage automation technology in modern 

restaurants. During the COVID-19 pandemic, we designed our new Makeline 

system. This provides restaurants – whether they’re established chains, foodser-

vice providers or ghost kitchens – with the infrastructure to modernize business 

models, adapt toward digital-first ordering and be more resilient to the constant 

change we see today.”

The Makeline assembles salads and other menu items served in a bowl, han-

dling hundreds of ingredients at various temperatures. The system connects 

to Hyphen’s cloud services to route digital orders via MQTT. After receiving an 

order, the Makeline system activates dispensers developed by Hyphen to fill 

the bowls, conveying them through connected modules inside the enclosure. 

The machine also controls food safety and provides data insights about peak 

ordering times and customer habits. From the outside, however, it looks like a 

traditional kitchen makeline, and restaurant staff can still load in ingredients 

and serve customers manually who prefer to order in person. 

The Makeline from Hyphen closes the gap between traditional and industrial food preparation. The compact machine enables fast 
fulfillment of digital orders – in the kitchen of a delivery service, but also in restaurants with a storefront. The EtherCAT plug-in 
modules of the EJ series – designed for compact installation on a customer-specific signal distribution board – ensure functional 
safety, among other advanced features. The open control technology from Beckhoff enables seamless communication from the 
PLC to the cloud.

special EJ series | usa       PC Control 01 | 2022

Digitization of foodservices with EtherCAT and PC-based control technology

Automated Makeline prepares 350 meals 
per hour with highest order accuracy
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Clean control architecture helps satisfy customer appetite

Hyphen wanted the Makeline to fit into existing restaurant facilities, adding 

tomorrow’s technology to today’s kitchens. That meant designing a new system 

to fill the gap between traditional restaurant kitchens and industrial food prepa-

ration. One reason why is that from a technical standpoint, it’s very difficult to 

balance the necessary capabilities and flexibility in a form factor small enough 

for standard kitchens. 

The Makeline must fit more than 70 actuators, plus the cloud-connected controls 

and I/O, into what is essentially a restaurant-grade kitchen appliance. In addition 

to minimizing footprint, the system needed to meet hygienic standards, and 

Hyphen also wanted it to provide process controls, time and temperature hold-

ing information and the ability to audit and log the food storage environment. 

The machines would need to accommodate 500 different ingredients, which all 

interact differently depending on the menu item. Hyphen wanted to solve these 

material handling challenges while avoiding an excess of instrumentation to 

control the process while maintaining a clear overview.

PC Control 01 | 2022       special EJ series | usa

The Makeline delivers a modular, industrial 

hardened solution to help restaurants and 

foodservice providers put kitchen operations 

on autopilot. 

With EJ series EtherCAT plugin modules mounted on a customerspecific signal  

distribution board and TwinSAFE, Hyphen was able to implement functional safety for 

the Makeline food preparation system in a particularly spacesaving form factor that 

helps avoid wiring errors.
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In early 2020, Hyphen started to explore EtherCAT and PC-based control 

technologies from Beckhoff. “The Makeline’s requirements called for open, 

easy-to-interface systems,” says Bradley Hwang, Controls Engineer at Hyphen. 

“Beckhoff made it easy to enable seamless communication interfaces from the 

PLC runtime up to the cloud. So our software team can develop a completely 

new layer between that and third-party services.” 

EtherCAT helps automate foodservices industry

Each Makeline module features pluggable EtherCAT TwinSAFE I/O technology of 

the EJ series for functional safety, which mount to a custom-design PCB board 

– the signal distribution board. These pluggable EJ modules are roughly 50% 

smaller than traditionally wired I/O terminals and, in addition, reduce potential 

wiring errors. 

“Most industrial electrical cabinets with this amount of I/O are massive, but 

that wasn’t an option for this product. With the EJ series TwinSAFE modules, 

we could connectorize communication, power supply and more together on 

a space-saving circuit board that offers easier, more repeatable assembly,” 

Bradley Hwang explains. “Also, as a member of the EtherCAT Technology Group 

(ETG), Hyphen took advantage of the openness of the EtherCAT technology to 

create our own secondary nodes. So not only can we select from the massive 

number of EtherCAT devices on the market, but we can also build exactly what 

we need for the Makeline when needed.”

special EJ series | usa       PC Control 01 | 2022

At the Hyphen lab in San Jose, beside a CP3924 Control Panel: Controls Engineer 

Bradley Hwang (left) and CoFounder and CTO Daniel Fukuba 

Control software and hardware serve up performance

TwinCAT 3 automation software supports a variety of programming methods 

– from the object-oriented extensions of IEC 61131-3 to premade and custom 

function blocks up to computer science standards in Visual Studio. This made it 

easier for Hyphen to bridge the gap between its controls and app-development 

technologies.

The Makeline relies on one ultra-compact C6030 Industrial PC (IPC) for all 

operations. TwinCAT offers core-isolation capabilities to optimally utilize system 

performance by designating individual processes in the quad-core CPU, such as 

PLC or IoT, to one specific core in the IPC. So the C6030 is ideal for use as an 

IoT gateway as well as a machine controller. 

The C6030 resides in a base cell with an IP65-rated, customer-specific CP3924 

multi-touch Control Panel, with customizable branding optionally available. The 

24-inch, pole-mounted operating unit provides a premium user interface, ac-

cording to Daniel Fukuba: “We develop our HMI screens like modern web apps, 

so the multi-touch capabilities and display fidelity give us the responsiveness 

that we want in our UI. This user-friendliness means any restaurant employee 

can operate the Makeline – you don’t have to be a trained machine operator.” 
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Marcel Ellwart: “With more than 40 years of expertise in the development 

of assembled I/O circuit boards, Beckhoff offers not only the EtherCAT 

plug-in modules themselves, but also a complete package for the EJ 

concept. The signal distribution board, which serves as a platform for 

the EtherCAT plug-in modules, is implemented by Beckhoff on a custom-

er-specific basis for the individual machine application. We set ourselves 

apart from conventional development service providers and contract 

manufacturers by taking care of both the development and production 

of the corresponding board – a service that is particularly worthwhile 

for medium and higher volume projects. Another advantage is the pos-

sibility of a 100% function test: this can be carried out – in addition to 

the plug-in modules, which are tested throughout anyway – both for the 

signal distribution boards and for the boards that are fully equipped with 

modules. This allows customers to stock fully tested standard components 

and retrieve them from their warehouse as needed. The overall package 

is rounded off with customized packaging to suit customer requirements. 

Not only does this all serve to ensure the long-term availability of the 

components, but it also reinforces the high-quality standards that are 

synonymous with the Beckhoff brand.”

The EJ concept as a complete package

29
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More information:
www.usehyphen.com
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat-plug-in-modules
www.beckhoff.com/c6030  

Marcel Ellwart,  

Key Account Project Management I/O, 

Beckhoff Automation

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/ej8xxx

A recipe for disruption

Hyphen began conceptualizing the Makeline in mid-2020, with its first units 

scheduled to arrive at customers by the end of 2021. The machines can pro-

duce 350 meals per hour with 99% order accuracy, and it improves portioning 

precision from the industry average of +/–15% down to +/–2%. “Having the 

wrong ingredients in an order is annoying at best but life threatening at worst 

considering food allergies and cross-contamination, so those are critical bene-

fits,” Daniel Fukuba says. 

The control hardware, IoT and networking technologies from Beckhoff helped 

Hyphen deliver the technical capabilities while meeting footprint requirements. 

“We believe the Makeline has the potential to disrupt the industry. It increases 

the capacity of restaurants’ current staff by a factor of 17, which fundamen-

tally changes how they meet their demand and how they can increase their 

capacity to sell more,” Daniel Fukuba explains. “By effectively digitizing food, 

it’s possible to fill in the gaps for the entire industry and be ready for whatever 

comes next.”

A C6030 ultracompact  

IPC serves as both machine 

controller and IoT gateway  

for the Makeline. 

The Makeline can fulfill custom orders for wideranging foods that are served in a 

bowl, be it salad or other trendy bowl dishes, assembling the required ingredients 

fully automatically and exactly according to the recipes.
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The precise skimming of the dough after applying a new 

layer of cake also needs to be “learned” via an AI inference. 

30
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Founded in 1909 and operating in Japan since 1922, the Juchheim Group, 

with administrative headquarters in Kobe, runs more than 350 stores in the 

high-end Baumkuchen segment and is a supplier in Japan and Singapore. 

Baumkuchen is a German style of layered cake that is also popular in 

Japan. Ever since the company was founded, the Juchheim confectioners 

have been baking the delicacy according to the same recipe – without any 

food additives.

“Baking Baumkuchen requires advanced skills and experience on the part 

of the confectioner,” emphasizes Mr. Matsumoto, Managing Director of 

Juchheim’s central plant. However, if the oven’s parameters can be captured 

and set remotely, and if the baking temperatures can be displayed precisely, 

Juchheim’s pastry chefs can remotely control local machines to produce 

top-quality Baumkuchen. “With Theo, Juchheim is taking one step further,” 

said Mr. Yokoyama, a Juchheim consultant. “Through integrated AI and the 

expertise of master confectioners, Baumkuchen can be made anywhere in the 

world with the same Juchheim quality.” “The idea for Theo originally came 

from Hideo Kawamoto, the President of Juchheim,” adds Mr. Matsumoto. 

In parallel with the development of Theo, the company planned the con-

struction of a new building complex with the theme of food innovation – the 

“Baum Haus” in Sakae, Nagoya. Part of the concept was also a transparent 

baking studio, which was further developed with Theo into a fully automat-

ed Baumkuchen studio.

PC Control 01 | 2022       worldwide | japan

Powerful and open control technology  
helps create “Baumkuchen 4.0” bakery

When thinking about robots used in Japan, many people imagine large-scale robots in manufacturing plants, collabora-
tive robots (cobots), and hospitality and care applications. A novel solution for food manufacturing has been unveiled by 
Juchheim Co., Ltd., a confectionery manufacturer that has been in business for over 100 years. The “Theo” robot bakes 
high-quality Baumkuchen. Theo is controlled by an ultra-compact Beckhoff Industrial PC with TwinCAT software and sup-
ported by an artificial intelligence (AI) application. The engineering firm Matsuura Denkosha Co., Ltd. provided support 
during the development of the control system, including the integration of a Denso Wave robot.

Ultra-compact Industrial PC and TwinCAT power robot-based cake production

With PCbased control and AI support, Juchheim can offer pâtisserie 

quality “Baumkuchen” layered cake at all its locations.
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A Beckhoff IPC C6030 not only controls the conveyor 

systems and oven doors via TwinCAT; the trained AI 

model also runs on the same device under Windows.

The perfect 13 layers of dough with PC-based control

The process of making a Baumkuchen is simple in itself: a rotating core rod is 

repeatedly coated with raw dough and placed in the oven – until 13 layers of 

dough are evenly baked.

Before baking, the dough container and core rod must be transported to the ov-

en and pushed in. This is normally done by operating person-

nel but can be automated easily using a conveyor 

belt and robot arm. However, the baking 

itself requires an expert. Theo 

replicates the expert’s skills 

with the help of AI. For 

this unprecedented 

task, Juchheim 

selected the engineering firm Matsuura Denkosha as its development partner. 

The company not only has expertise in AI, but also extensive experience in the 

control of articulated robots. “The Baumkuchen plant consists of three Theos, a 

vertical articulated robot and a conveyor belt that transports the dough contain-

ers and rods,” explains Mr. Kitano, Managing Director of Matsuura Denkosha. 

All components are controlled by an ultra-compact Beckhoff C6030 Industrial 

PC with Intel®-Core™ i7 processor and networked via EtherCAT. 

The high-tech bakery installed in the Baum Haus is almost completely automat-

ed. All the operator has to do is prepare the Baumkuchen dough and the core 

rods, and place them on the conveyor belt, select one of the three ovens on the 

control panel and start the baking process. Then the conveyor belt automatically 

transports the dough container and core rod to the specified position. The robot 

picks up the container and rod and places them in front of the oven. Then the 

robot begins to coat the core rod with dough and apply the layers one by one. 

The AI functionality implemented in the oven monitors the process and ensures 

highly precise baking.

Mr. Kitano explains, “The advantage of the Beckhoff IPC and TwinCAT software 

is real-time process control via EtherCAT and the Windows integration.” In this 

system, TwinCAT 3 PLC controls the conveyor belt, the rotation of the oven, and 

the opening and closing of the door using EtherCAT drives and motors that are 

precisely synchronized with the robot’s motion. In addition, the IPC offers high 

scalability so that Juchheim’s own Windows applications can be used as can 

solutions for remote system maintenance. The I/O components from Beckhoff 

also play an important role. After all, there are many sensors and cameras to 

integrate. The compact housing and the wide range of EtherCAT I/Os enabled 

the system integrator to save control cabinet space and minimize engineering 

complexity.

AI inference and TwinCAT PLC on a single platform 

The AI functionality runs as a Windows application on the same IPC as TwinCAT. 

“We use multimodal AI technology to monitor the quality of the Baumkuchen,” 

Mr. Kitano points out. For this purpose, high-performance cameras are installed 

in front of each oven to capture images of the cake surfaces. This data is linked 

to other sensor data, including those from radiation pyrometers. The AI model 

is based on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and was previously trained 

in Python in a separate environment. It is implemented in the standard IPC as 

a Windows application.

As the number of dough layers increases, so does the diameter of the Baum-

kuchen. Accordingly, various parameters can vary, such as the distance from 

the oven wall and the baking time required to achieve a perfectly baked dough 

layer. It is an extremely delicate process that requires careful monitoring of 

baking conditions up to removal from the oven at the optimal time, and for the 

application of the next layer of dough. In addition, the surface of the dough 

must be smoothed with a spatula to give the Baumkuchen its characteristic 

cylindrical shape. 

Five to six batches of Baumkuchen are usually required for the system to repro-

duce the expert baking process of a master pâtissier. A batch requires 30 min to 

bake, so the total time for data collection is about 3 h. “Based on this limited 

amount of data, it takes about 20 hours to train the AI model, including the final 

tests,” explains Mr. Kitano.
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topology. System updates 

could also be configured in a 

straightforward manner, thanks to the 

flexible TwinCAT engineering platform. 

The Baum Haus is home to the world’s only automated Baumkuchen studio 

with AI ovens, conveyor belts and robots. Several stand-alone ovens with AI 

functionality and Theo, on the other hand, are in operation across Japan – 

even as mobile Baumkuchen studios. In addition, Juchheim is expanding its 

activities, as Mr. Matsumoto explains: “We are developing a model for baking 

chocolate-based dough and a system with compact vertical articulated robot 

arms. Beckhoff and our engineering partner Matsuura Denkosha will continue 

to provide optimal support for our ambitious and creative initiatives in baking.”

During operation, Theo checks the image data from the camera and the data 

from other sensors in real-time to determine the quality of the Baumkuchen: 

when a dough layer is in optimal condition, it is reported back to the control 

system. TwinCAT then stops the rotation of the dough tube and opens the door 

so the robot can remove the Baumkuchen. The total time required from data in-

put into the trained model, including the inference output, until feedback to the 

control is around 100 to 200 ms. Mr. Kitano states, “This extremely fast response 

time for AI applications is possible because the AI inference and PLC control are 

integrated in a single control platform, the Beckhoff IPC.”

Another technical challenge is the constant coating of the dough rolls with 

identical amounts of dough. For this purpose, TwinCAT controls the optimum 

position and angle of the rotating rod so that the robot can apply exactly the 

same dough thickness for each layer. This is a huge advantage over the manual 

process, as material loss is minimized. “From this point of view, Theo is a better 

Baumkuchen baker than a master pâtissier,” Mr. Yokoyama points out. In addi-

tion to baking, the other conditions must remain stable for consistent quality, 

i.e. the dough should always be the same. “If the dough recipe is changed, the 

trained model no longer works perfectly,” Mr. Yokoyama continues. Then, in 

collaboration with the master pâtissier, a new inference model must be created 

based on the modified dough. 

Control flexibility supports easy optimizations

The system configuration was optimized during pilot operation in the Baum 

Haus: The position of the safety light curtain and the layout of the conveyor belt 

were changed to improve the workflow for the operators. It was possible to do 

this easily because of the high degree of freedom with the EtherCAT network 
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Mr. Yokoyama, a consultant at Juchheim (left), and Mr. Matsumoto, Managing 

Director of Juchheim’s central plant, have used Beckhoff technology to cast 

their master pâtissier’s expertise with Baumkuchen into software.

More information:
www.juchheim.co.jp
https://m-denkosha.co.jp
www.denso-wave.com  
www.beckhoff.com/c6030
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Flexible control technology with  
fast cycle times increases efficiency in 
hairpin stator production lines

GROB, the machine tool manufacturer, creates high-volume manufacturing and assembly systems to meet the important, rapidly 
growing requirements for electromobility. The decisive factors here are minimum cycle times and corresponding fast process 
sequences, as enabled by PC- and EtherCAT-based control and drive technology from Beckhoff. A sophisticated production  
machine for hairpins, from which the stator winding rims of electric motors are formed, illustrates the advantages of this 
optimally scalable automation solution. It leverages TwinCAT 3 on a C603x ultra-compact Industrial PC as the central control 
platform and the XTS transport system.

PC-based control powers the manufacturing of electric motors for the automotive industry

worldwide | germany       PC Control 01 | 2022

Close teamwork (from left to right) paid off in the development of the sophisticated hairpin machine 

seen in the background: Tilman Plaß, Darius Wala (both Beckhoff), Oliver Schernau, Fabian Glöckler  

(both GROB), Karsten Schätzle (Beckhoff), Thomas Thurnhuber, Daniel Gugenberger, Florian Pichler  

(all GROB), Florian Schütt (Beckhoff), Martin Ellenrieder, Andreas Reißer and Thomas Greißel (all GROB).
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As a globally operating family business, GROB-Werke GmbH & Co. KG in Min-

delheim, Germany, has been developing systems and machine tools for the 

most renowned automotive manufacturers and their suppliers, among others, 

for over 95 years. The portfolio ranges from universal machining centers to 

highly complex production systems and manual assembly stations to fully 

automated assembly lines. This also includes production systems for electric 

motors as well as production and assembly systems for battery and fuel cell 

technology, as Fabian Glöckler, head of the control technology department 

in GROB’s electromobility business unit, explains: “In this area, we cover the 

entire production chain and offer customer-specific systems for the entire 

powertrain.”

Electromobility requires powerful control technology

According to Martin Ellenrieder, Group Manager of Function Development in 

GROB’s electromobility business unit, the trend toward electromobility also 

places new demands on control technology: “Compared to systems for inter-

nal combustion engines, the systems are characterized by more sophisticated 

stations, reduced PLC cycle times, a higher proportion of drive technology in 

assembly and sophisticated coupled movements.” This is also evident in the 

hairpin machine (second generation), which is fully equipped with Beckhoff 

control and drive technology. In addition to four GROB spindles, a total of  

57 NC axes are implemented – 40 real and five virtual axes as well as  

12 movers of the eXtended Transport System (XTS) that are operated as 

individual servo axes. In addition, there is an extensive I/O level consisting 

of EtherCAT and TwinSAFE Terminals or Box modules, with 270 digital inputs 

and 150 digital outputs.

Using a C6030 or C6032 ultra-compact Industrial PC and TwinCAT software as 

the control core, the machine achieves an extremely high output rate based on 

a cycle time of just 2.3 s per hairpin. Around 200 individual hairpins require 

separate production for each stator. This is all the more impressive due to 

the complexity of the machining process and the wide range of control tasks 

involved, which extend from the infeed of the copper tube wire through its 

straight alignment, complex bending and stripping, to exact positioning in a 

pre-insertion nest:

– Wire supply (from coil to straight copper wire, with or without electrical 

testing of wire insulation): PC-based control for dancer control

– Stripping copper wires on the fly: axis positioning, cam plates and flying saw

– Wire feed: coupling of axes to a second encoder system, switchover of the 

encoder system depending on the operating status of the system, as well as 

switching of the axes used via interfaces for special operating modes (travel 

with or without wire)

– Wire inspection: transport and positioning

– Press-fitting/cutting: cam plates as well as compensation of material dis-

placement during the pressing/cutting process via dynamic coupling factors 

of the virtual gear functionalities

– 2D bending: dynamic cam plates generated by hairpin parameters which are 

coupled using dynamic coupling factors of the virtual gear functionalities 

– 3D bending: dynamic cam plates generated by hairpin parameters which are 

coupled to the XTS movers by dynamic coupling factors of the virtual gear 

functionalities

– Pre-insertion of the hairpins: cam plates or coordinated motion 

– Variety of infeed variants/positioning movements of the pre-insertion nest 

and clamping finger: coupling of virtual and real axes

PC Control 01 | 2022       worldwide | germany

Flexible control technology with  
fast cycle times increases efficiency in 
hairpin stator production lines

GROB’s electric motor stators (right) contain several 

winding rims made of individual hairpins (left).
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Daniel Gugenberger, group leader of electrical design at GROB’s electromo-

bility business unit, explains the difference between this and the production 

of internal combustion engines as follows: “The classic assembly processes, 

such as bolting, press-fitting and manual assembly operations, have been 

automated to a large extent and would not be able to be performed by a 

machine operator with the required quality, precision and speed.” This is 

where PC-based control from Beckhoff has proven its worth, he says, because 

detailed machine and process data are of crucial importance due to the very 

high system throughput: “When a complete manufacturing process runs in 

two seconds, production monitoring and error analysis are possible only with 

appropriate analysis tools and high-speed cameras. We very often use the 

TwinCAT Scope View software oscilloscope for this.”

Around 200 hairpins in approximately 50 different designs are required to build 

a stator winding. These are produced one after the other in the order required for 

placement in the pre-insertion nest. Inline error detection is therefore important. 

Fabian Glöckler explains: “In the event of a material or geometry error, the cor-

responding hairpin must be produced once again and inserted into the system 

using automated feed so that it can be inserted at the correct position. With 

the large number of motion axes and hairpin variants, this means an enormous 

management task for the control technology, as a wide variety of parameters, 

bending angles and cam plates need to be calculated just in time.” 

Proven automation system and innovative HMI

As early as 2004, the first GROB process machine was equipped with Beckhoff 

technology, Martin Ellenrieder recalls: “Initially, test stands and additional 

magazines followed, until 2017, when the first assembly line was also auto-

mated with PC-based control. The main reasons for the respective use were 

the short control cycle times as well as the high system flexibility with respect 

to future applications and requirements. These include numerous interfaces to 

different bus systems, the extensive motion functions and a high diagnostic 

depth. TwinCAT offers as an advantage, a special openness – e.g. with the 

integration of MATLAB® which helped especially in the development process 

for the systems. Process engineers could thus easily integrate simulations into 

test facilities. Further aspects include automatic code generation from the 

E-CAD system through to the HMI, the simple integration of motion control 

blocks developed in-house, as well as the integration of version control, bug 

tracking and software testing. In addition, the flexibility of TwinCAT makes 

standardization in software development much easier for us.”

The ultra-compact Industrial PC, C6030 or C6032 (if more interfaces are 

required), is used in connection with a CP3918 multi-touch Control Panel 

with customer-specific push-button extensions. “The IPC provides sufficient 

computing power to reliably achieve our target of a 4 ms PLC cycle time. 

Added to this are its very compact design and variable mounting options,” 

says Fabian Glöckler. In the case of the human-machine interface, the focus is 

on convenient and error-free machine operation, and the company has been 

relying on TwinCAT HMI from a very early stage: “Accordingly, close cooper-

ation with Beckhoff, especially with the Munich subsidiary, was important at 

the beginning in order to be able to implement such a large HMI project. This 

worked very well – e.g. with the automatic coupling between HMI and PLC 

and the implementation of multiple languages – and resulted in an HMI tai-

lored to our requirements with a focus on intuitive usability, clear parameter 

display and very high diagnostic depth. The result is a uniform and innovative 

operating concept for all of our systems.” 

Sophisticated motion via servo axes and XTS

The numerous rotary axes are implemented with AX5000 Servo Drives and 

in part with EL72xx and EP72xx compact drive technology and AM8000 

servomotors. In this context, Martin Ellenrieder sees a particular advantage in 

worldwide | germany       PC Control 01 | 2022

The CP3918 multitouch Control Panel, 

together with a specific pushbutton 

extension and the convenient user 

interface created with TwinCAT HMI, 

enables optimum use of all machine 

functionalities.
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with 12 movers transfers the individual hairpins to a linear portal for the final 

insertion process. According to Daniel Gugenberger, the XTS offers application 

advantages with the increased flexibility of the system and the ease with 

which new functions can be added. And further: “In addition to classic trans-

port tasks, we use XTS for flexible positioning at different processing positions 

– the bending and camera stations. We benefit from the system’s compact 

design as well as from its modularity, which makes it easy to integrate differ-

ent stations. The transport system yields further advantages through flexible 

distance control according to the component status (no component, first bend, 

second bend), the reduction of cycle times, and the decoupling of individual 

processes so that, for example, varying process times do not directly affect 

the machine as a whole.”

According to Martin Ellenrieder, TwinSAFE has proven itself overall as a sys-

tem-integrated safety functionality and offers a high degree of flexibility in 

the safety application. In addition to the drive-based safety technology, the 

EL6910 TwinSAFE Logic module is also used as a dedicated safety controller. 

In complete production lines, the distributed safety applications of the indi-

vidual machines and systems communicate with each other via the EtherCAT 

Automation Protocol (EAP). “This safety communication across control system 

boundaries is a very important aspect of machine safety, as our customers 

generally use a large number of systems that are also interlinked,” sums up 

Martin Ellenrieder.

More information:
www.grobgroup.com
www.beckhoff.com/automotive
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A look inside the machine gives an  

idea of the complexity and variety  

of the motion sequences, right up  

to the XTS system (foreground).

Left: In addition to the compact  

drive technology from Beckhoff,  

AX5000 Servo Drives are primarily  

used to control the AM8000 servo

motors – with One Cable Technology 

(OCT) for minimization of installation 

space and cabling effort.

Right: A C6030 ultracompact Industrial PC 

provides optimal computing power for  

central control of all process sequences.

the One Cable Technology: “OCT results in a sig-

nificantly reduced cabling effort and minimizes the 

sources of errors. Other important factors when 

using the AX5000 are the additionally covered en-

coder interfaces and the safe motion functions of 

the AX5805 TwinSAFE option card.” Added to this 

is the rich set of functions within TwinCAT, such as 

TwinCAT NC PTP, NC Camming or NC Flying Saw, 

and above all the combination of these functions, 

he says.

The rotary motion axes are supplemented by XTS 

from Beckhoff. An oval, 3-meter-long track system 
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Founded in 2014, NIO Inc. is a global supplier of electric vehicles, such as the 

ES8, ES6 and EC6 SUVs, the ET7 sedan and the ET5 coupe. The offering also 

includes the NIO Power energy service system, which – based on the NIO Power 

Cloud – provides a comprehensive service to customers via mobile charging 

vehicles, charging stations, battery swap stations and roadside service teams. 

PC-based control technology from Beckhoff is used, with CX5130 Embedded 

PCs, the powerful TwinCAT 3 software platform, the high-speed EtherCAT field-

bus and the corresponding I/O terminals from the EL series. From NIO’s point of 

view, this technology offers the advantages of standardization, openness and 

high compatibility, combined with fast and professional technical support. This 

ensures reliable and efficient operation of the power swap stations.

Battery replacement as an alternative to on-site charging

On-site charging at the vehicle user’s home or office is the main method of 

recharging electric vehicles. However, this usually requires a great deal of time. 

Moreover, as the share of neighborhood electric vehicles (NEVs) in new vehicle 

sales continues to grow, particularly in China, consumer concerns about mile-

age, power recharging and acquisition costs persist. NIO therefore sees battery 

swapping as an advantageous solution over on-site charging. 

NIO is a pioneer and promoter of the battery swap model in China. The com-

pany’s electric vehicles were designed from the outset with a battery pack 

separate from the body. This ensures easy battery replacement, standard  

Reliable and efficient operation with fast  
and powerful control technology

Chinese automaker NIO aims to provide high-quality smart electric vehicles combined with an optimal customer experience. 
The NIO Power energy service system also contributes to this. It uses PC-based control from Beckhoff to ensure the safe and 
efficient operation of NIO’s second-generation power swap stations.

PC-based control and EtherCAT power battery swapping stations for electric vehicles

The secondgeneration battery swap station from NIO
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More information:
www.nio.com
www.beckhoff.com/automotive
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battery specifications and the establishment of appropriate battery replacement 

stations. According to NIO, customers would designate their residences within 

a 3 km radius of the battery swap station as “Houses in Electric Area.” In order 

to achieve its own target of supplying 90% of customers accordingly by 2025, 

the charging infrastructure is to be expanded significantly: after building more 

than 700 battery swap stations by the end of 2021, 600 more stations annually 

are planned in China from 2022 to 2025. By the end of 2025, the total number 

of NIO battery swap stations worldwide is expected to exceed 4,000, including 

about 1,000 outside China.

With more than 1,400 patents, the second-generation power swap stations offer 

users an optimal charging experience, according to NIO, with complete charging 

taking only the time it takes to play a single song. Each time the battery is re-

placed, there is also a self-test with three amperages to check the state of the 

vehicle and the battery. To do this, the electric vehicle simply needs to be parked 

on the parking base of the battery swap platform. Following correct placement 

by a positioning system, the vehicle is raised to a certain height with the help 

of a lifting device. The swap system retrieves the new battery from the charging 

platform, moves it under the electric vehicle, performs the battery swap and 

transports the removed battery to the charging platform. The entire process is 

controlled and monitored by PC-based control from Beckhoff, with real-time 

information about the current status of the vehicles and devices also being 

transmitted to the higher-level cloud service system.

High-performance hardware and software with fast communication

In the second-generation battery swap stations, NIO relies on the CX5130  

Embedded PC, the TwinCAT 3 software platform, EtherCAT Terminals and 

ultra-fast EtherCAT communication. The fanless, DIN rail-mountable CX5130  

with dual-core processor processes hundreds of I/O signals and controls the 

numerous servo axes of the swap station. A 1-second UPS provides reliable 

backup of persistent data in the event of a power failure. The extended operat-

ing temperature range of −25 to +60 °C and the extended storage temperature 

between −40 and +85 °C enable use even in demanding climates. According  

to NIO, TwinCAT is characterized by high openness and compatibility with  

other systems. This allows for use of common database software, which stores 

the operating data of the battery swap station via TwinCAT Database Server. 

TwinCAT 3 is integrated in Visual Studio® and supports programming according 

to IEC 61131-3, via C/C++ and with MATLAB®/Simulink®. 

As a modular software platform with PLC and NC PTP functionalities, TwinCAT 

offers an integrated solution for PLC and motion control on a single embedded 

PC. This makes the data exchange between motion and logic control faster and 

more direct. TwinCAT NC PTP supports the standardized PLCopen motion con-

trol function blocks, offers numerous functions such as multi-axis coupling and 

cam plates with up to 255 axes. This makes PC-based control more flexible and 

powerful than conventional motion controllers, according to NIO. Here, short 

task cycle times and fast EtherCAT communication ensure the high real-time 

and synchronization requirements for the numerous servo axes of a battery 

swap station. TwinCAT Scope View monitors and logs all operating data in real 

time during the battery exchange process, including servo axis motion profiles, 

trajectories and torques. 

According to NIO, the EL1809 and EL2809 high-density (HD) EtherCAT Terminals 

enable a very space-saving layout in the control cabinets of the battery swap 

station. Overall, the wide I/O spectrum from Beckhoff covers all required signal 

types. As a globally established communication standard, EtherCAT enables the 

simple integration of third-party components in addition to fast signal acquisi-

tion and output via the wide range of interfaces in the Beckhoff I/O portfolio. In 

addition, there is maximum flexibility with regard to network topology selection 

as either a line, star or tree architecture.

Conclusions

“There are hundreds of data points to monitor and control in a second-generation 

NIO battery swap station. Lifting vehicles and removing and installing batteries 

also requires sophisticated processes, such as multi-axis coupling and torque con-

trol, as well as remote uploads and unattended operation,” explains Zheng Feifei, 

Technical Director of NIO Power. “The CX5130 Embedded PC from Beckhoff with 

dual-core CPU and the standard, modular structure of the TwinCAT 3 software 

platform deliver the power needed for executing multiple control algorithms and 

data acquisition for the battery swap station. Furthermore, common database 

software can be integrated to store high-resolution and high-volume process data 

from the battery swap. Numerous fieldbus interfaces in addition to EtherCAT, e.g. 

for Modbus, offer high compatibility and facilitate the integration of third-party 

devices such as sensors. The update method of the boot program enables easy 

integration into over-the-air (OTA) systems as well as updates from the cloud 

without having to reboot the embedded PC. The excellent event logging feature 

facilitates remote analysis and diagnostics, eliminating the need for our service 

technicians to visit the customer’s site. This saves valuable time and labor costs,” 

concludes manager Zheng Feifei.

A CX5130 Embedded PC and attached EtherCAT Terminals, 

used in the current NIO battery swap station
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XIZI Heavy Industry Co., Ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary of XIZI United Hold-

ings Co., Ltd.; one of the top 500 companies in China. The company’s product 

range includes complete elevator systems, escalators, moving walkways  

and their accessories, including crossbeams, escalator side plates, drives 

and control systems, as well as elevator installation services and structural  

steel grids.

Higher quality, efficiency and safety 

Usually, welding is done by hand, which is already arduous under normal condi-

tions. However, to ensure consistent quality in welding seams, ventilation of the 

workshop is prohibited. Therefore, the welders have had to carry out demanding 

welding work at high temperatures and with poor ventilation – until now. 

With the help of PC-based control, WTEC, a system manufacturer from Beijing 

With the first robot-based welding system for elevator girders, XIZI Heavy Industry not 
only ensures a consistently high quality of safety-relevant welds, but welders are also 
relieved of strenuous and dangerous work while benefitting from significant productivity 
increases through PC-based control from Beckhoff.

worldwide | china       PC Control 01 | 2022

Robot-based welding system  
increases processing quality  
and reduces workload

PC-based control modernizes elevator construction
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– vertical and horizontal welding 

– vertical upward welding

– various types of welding for changing positions and workpiece sizes

TwinCAT as the universal control software

A C6920 Industrial PC with TwinCAT control software is all that is needed to 

implement these demanding functions: PLC, HMI, NC motion control, welding 

robot control, automatic generation of teaching programs – all tasks run on 

a single control platform. This keeps the architecture of the control system 

simple and clear. The operator console communicates with the control system 

via the ADS protocol in TwinCAT; the remote I/Os of the lifting and clamping 

device and the robot’s gantry axis via EtherCAT, and the welding robot used 

by WTEC via EtherNet/IP. Such heterogeneous network structures can be 

implemented easily with the open approach of PC-based control. If required, 

the standard Ethernet interface of the IPC could also be configured for other 

protocols.

In the production control program based on TwinCAT HMI, WTEC manages the 

processes of all welding types including all parameter sets for the welding robot. 

After selecting a program, the welding robot receives the parameter sets for the 

various welding processes. After each weld is completed, the parameter sets 

used by the robot are reported back and archived.

Documenting all welds is an important aspect in elevator construction, especial-

ly since the system produces elevator crossbeams for different manufacturers 

– mostly with their own specifications, material types and batch sizes. Due to 

the high functionality and flexibility of TwinCAT software and PC-based control, 

WTEC and XIZI can cover the entire range decisively.

More information:
www.automatic-welding-machine.com
www.xizigroup.com
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-hmi  
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A C6920 control cabinet Industrial 

PC and various EtherCAT Terminals 

from Beckhoff form the core of the 

automation and control system. 

Robot-based welding system  
increases processing quality  
and reduces workload Robot welding station for 

elevator structures

that specializes in welding technology, has 

developed and installed a fully automated 

robot-based system for XIZI. According to 

WTEC, this is the first time fully automated, 

robot-assisted welding has been used in the 

production of elevator crossbeams. 

The system not only improves the working 

conditions for operators; it also takes the 

efficiency and quality of welds to a new 

level. PC-based control and EtherCAT play 

a major role in the 25-meter robot weld-

ing system. A C6920 cabinet Industrial PC 

from Beckhoff in conjunction with TwinCAT, 

various EtherCAT Terminals, AX5112 Servo 

Drives and AM8561 servomotors – controls 

all welding processes: 

– welding robot mounted on a gantry axis 

– clamping and lifting systems 

– all upstream and downstream processes 

The latter includes automatic loading and 

welding of the typical trusses of an elevator 

with their upper and middle beams, the 

small lower beams and the fixing plates of 

the aprons and glass clamps.

XIZI required the solution to manufacture 

almost all products and their variants in a 

single operation. Accordingly, the welding 

robot must be able to perform a wide vari-

ety of complex tasks: 

– automatic loading and welding of the 

small lower beams and inclined beams 

of the truss 

– automatic loading and welding of the 

glass clamping parts and the apron 

fixing plates 

– automatic loading and welding of the 

central beam 
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Flexible transport system makes changeover 
time plunge from 1 hour to 1 minute
How do you design a new assembly line and go on to reduce the footprint of the concept by another quarter? And 
how can you later increase the productivity of this highly consolidated line even further? Canadian automation 
expert Eclipse found the answer in the linear XTS transport system from Beckhoff. After the second modernization, 
the assembly line can produce two different types of pumps on the same small footprint.

XTS-based assembly line for the automotive industry minimizes machine footprint
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With the highly flexible XTS for material handling,  

Eclipse was able to produce a very highly condensed  

assembly system for its automotiveindustry customer. 
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Eclipse Automation in Cambridge, Ontario, was founded in 2001 to serve 

the custom automation market and has grown exponentially. “We serve 

many different market segments in addition to automotive and transpor-

tation, such as life sciences, consumer products and even nuclear energy,” 

says Jeff Werner, General Manager for Eclipse. The company constantly 

researches leading-edge solutions to help customers not just succeed in 

but truly disrupt their industries. “We test all kinds of new technologies, 

including artificial intelligence, remote training, virtual reality for mainte-

nance systems and any components that add precision and flexibility,” says 

Werner. “One technology that has proven particularly important to us is 

linear transport systems.”

Recently, Eclipse updated a successful system for a customer that uses the  

eXtended Transport System (XTS) from Beckhoff to assemble automotive 

transmission pumps. This customer had requested the first system to replace 

several legacy machines. At that time, the machines could not achieve the 

throughput and quality standards necessary for this high-volume product, 

according to Matthew Kelly, Software Design Supervisor at Eclipse: “The previ-

ous machines used rotary dial tables and similar components. Each station on-

ly did one process, and if any station went down, it impacted the entire line.” 

While increasing functional capabilities, the custom solution from Eclipse 

needed to minimize footprint. “Floor space is always at a premium, but 

this customer’s assembly and process equipment is extremely consolidated. 
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When we proposed the system, they said, ‘We like the concept, but make it 

25% smaller.’ We didn’t know if that was possible,” Jeff Werner says. To solve 

these challenges, Eclipse worked closely with the local Beckhoff Canada team, 

including Regional Sales Manager Dean Herron and Applications Specialist 

Andy Burleigh.

Initial machine design proven in the field

The XTS-based assembly line features four separate cells with more than  

50 stations for pressing, soldering, screwdriving, flatness checks with LVDTs,  

dispensing, plasma treatment, leak testing, inspection, etc. Many stations 

require precise synchronization to robotics. In the first three machine cells, 

operators place the pumps on pallets attached to XTS movers. The XTS systems 

are 12 m long with 18 movers in the first cell, 6 m with 12 movers in the 

second and 10 m with 18 movers in the third. The carefully calculated pitch of 

the pallets enables micron-level positioning. When all assembly processes are 

complete, the operator moves the pump to the next cell. At the third cell, a small 

conveyor moves the pump to the fourth cell where a robot lifts the completed 

pump in front of two GigE cameras for a final vision inspection, then places it 

on a conveyor for outfeed. 

“XTS transitions products from station to station very quickly and accurately, 

and if there’s an issue with a part at any point in the process, we can bypass 

other stations and simply remove it,” Matthew Kelly explains. “We grouped 

multiple processes into a single station, which helped us further decrease foot-

print. With all the processes and tooling, it was the most condensed automation 

system I’ve ever seen.”

New requirement for higher productivity

The first Eclipse assembly machine exceeded expectations and is still in use 

today. In December 2019, however, the automotive supplier requested a second 

machine with a new challenge: It would need to make a second pump on the 

same system. The pumps are different sizes and for different vehicle makes. This 

posed a challenge for the previously designed pallets, not to mention that some 

assembly steps happen in different orders for the two pumps. To maintain high 

throughput, the system couldn’t afford the downtime to purge all of one pump 

type and then perform a lengthy changeover. 

Working with the local Beckhoff team, Eclipse created a new concept relying on 

the fast cycle times of EtherCAT and the flexibility of XTS. “The system allows 

operators to quickly release and replace the pallet with a second type. This 

new pallet indexes forward and its specific position is measured to determine 

an offset. We apply those offsets to each individual pallet and make sure that 

components and parts line up exactly for the processes. So, the operator can 

easily load part type A, wait one cycle, and then load part type B with negligible 

downtime,” Jeff Werner says. 

Also, because each mover appears as an individual motion axis, they are not 

linked as in traditional designs. Instead, they can freely move workpieces around 

the track to specific process steps as needed, even if the order is different be-

tween the two pumps.

A complete automation solution from Beckhoff

In addition to the three XTS systems, the assembly line relies on other EtherCAT 

and PC-based automation technologies from Beckhoff. Each of the first three 

cells features a C6930 control cabinet Industrial PC (IPC) to control the cell’s 

XTS track and peripheral devices. TwinSAFE is implemented for functional safety 

across the entire line, and the IPCs communicate via EtherNet/IP to a secondary 

machine controller that controls other portions of the line. However, EtherCAT 

provided the system’s main communication and I/O. “Real-time EtherCAT 

Three XTS systems ensure flexible  

material flow in the assembly line, rang

ing in sizes from 6 m track length with 

12 movers to 12 m long with 18 movers. 
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synchronization with robotics and servo components allowed the engineers 

to perform interpolated motion for different dispense processes – in particular, 

applying adhesive in intricate patterns,” explains Dean Herron from Beckhoff.

To make this advanced functionality possible, TwinCAT 3 automation software 

was critical. The universal engineering and runtime platform from Beckhoff al-

lowed Eclipse engineers to program G code that enables the XTS and Beckhoff 

AM8000 servomotors to perform coordinated motion for high precision dis-

pensing. In addition, Eclipse took advantage of the capability to program with 

the object-oriented extensions of IEC 61131-3, predefined and custom function 

blocks, and computer science standards found in Microsoft Visual Studio®. 

“For programming pallet control, pallet offset tables and similar requirements, 

Beckhoff offers many advantages compared to other options, and we save a 

significant amount of engineering time,” Matthew Kelly points out.

Fast product changeovers deliver instant results

With the innovative design by Eclipse, the updated transmission pump assembly 

system met the specified cycle time of 20.2 s per part with the micron-level 

accuracy required. Since commissioning finished in early 2021, the system has 

produced roughly 1,000 parts per shift, running part A and part B in separate 

batches. The easy release and attachment of pallets, along with the instant 

automatic indexing of XTS, almost eliminated changeover times, pushing them 

down from more than an hour to just one minute. “The customer was absolutely 

overwhelmed by the ability to perform that changeover considering the system’s 

extreme compactness and complexity of process,” Werner says. Both controls 

and mechanical engineering ensure easy release of these pallets without remov-

ing a single bolt. Pallets simply move to a storage buffer, and if one is damaged, 

the operator can easily replace it. 

According to the company’s experts, Eclipse has kept innovation in its DNA. The 

company has tackled many other unprecedented high-speed and micro-assem-

bly applications, including several COVID-19 test kit applications that also use 

XTS and PC-based control. Werner sees this as important for providing highly 

efficient, cost-saving solutions to customers as well as attracting new engineer-

ing talent to work at Eclipse. “Most students are not learning traditional PLC 

programming. Instead, they leave university with a far better understanding 

of PC-based control systems than ever before, and that grows every year,” he 

says. “Beckhoff has proven to be a reliable partner for this as well as all areas 

of automation technology.”
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More information:
www.eclipseautomation.com 
www.beckhoff.com/automotive
www.beckhoff.com/xts   
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The system’s pallettype workpiece 

carriers, which attach to XTS movers, 

can be swapped out to assemble a 

different part without having to purge 

the system. 
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Open and scalable control technology reliably 
automates process sequences
The Swiss company KELLER AG für Druckmesstechnik is a specialist in pressure sensor technology and offers an extremely 
wide range of products for a host of applications that require correspondingly complex production processes. A dia-
phragm embossing machine used in prefabrication illustrates how the demanding process sequences can be automated 
with the aid of open control technology from Beckhoff, which is optimally scalable from a simple tabletop device to a 
large production plant.

Diaphragm embossing machine for pressure sensor technology

The diaphragm embossing machine from Keller AG, 

which appears in antireflective red light, can be  

conveniently operated from all sides via the  

customerspecific CP3921 multitouch Control Panel.
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Winterthur-based Keller AG für Druckmesstechnik was founded in 1974 by 

the inventor of the integrated silicon measuring cell, Hannes W. Keller, and 

proudly asserts itself as the market leader in the manufacturing of isolated 

pressure transducers and pressure transmitters. The piezoresistive pressure 

sensors offer very high accuracy as well as pressure ranges from 5 mbar to 

2,000 bar. In addition to more than 500 standard products, Keller AG also 

develops and produces customer-specific solutions. In more than 35 highly 

specialized production islands, they manufacture large series of industrial 

OEM transducers, as well as special designs in very small quantities using 

the latest automated manufacturing processes. Applications for the pressure 

transducers include monitoring groundwater levels, controlling aircraft cab-

in pressure, switching from natural gas to gasoline in bivalent vehicles and 

serving as reference sensors in laboratory technology.

Embossing the sensor diaphragm is an essential process step

Embossing the sensor diaphragm is an essential intermediate process during 

prefabrication, as Florian Wernli, Project Manager at Keller AG, explains: 

“Most of our pressure sensors feature a steel housing filled with oil. The 

diaphragm is crucial for transmitting the pressure of the surrounding medi-

um to be detected via the oil to the measuring chip inside the sensor.” This 

requires the diaphragm to have a special shape, which is achieved with a 

powerful automatic embossing machine. Bruno Thalmann, Development & 

Production Equipment at Keller AG, adds: “After a leakage pre-test, clean-

ing with compressed air and a thermal equalization process, we carry out 

high-pressure embossing and a definitive leakage test in the same process 

step using a hydrogen sensor. This is followed by an error check based on 

image processing and artificial intelligence.” The central handling element 
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within the embossing machine is a KUKA robot, which acts as a pick-and-place 

unit to feed the blanks into the process and separate the finished workpieces 

into OK and NOK parts.

Bruno Thalmann explains the advantage of this fully automatic embossing and 

inspection system: “Our goal was to automate a process that previously required 

three manual stations in production. In this way, we were able to increase both 

manufacturing quality and production quantity.” Florian Wernli confirms: “The 

higher productivity is due on the one hand to the fast, fully automatic process 

with a throughput time of only 15 s per workpiece, and on the other hand to the 

fact that production can continue at night despite staff working in a single shift.”

Advantages of open and modular control technology

Keller AG has relied on PC-based control technology from Beckhoff since 2018. 

Bruno Thalmann sees advantages in the level of openness in terms of both pro-

grammability and the wide variety of supported interfaces. The optimal scalability 

of PC-based control also manages easily the system complexity or the desired 

degree of modularization from centralized to decentralized. All in all, TwinCAT 3  

benefits from a modern, object-oriented software platform that is integrated into 

Visual Studio® and, together with TwinCAT HMI, offers powerful visualization 

capabilities that are consistent right through to tablet operation. In addition to 

the high computing power of the C6920 control cabinet Industrial PC, further 

important solutions from Beckhoff include compact drive technology with One 

Cable Technology (OCT), the EtherCAT P and CP-Link 4 one-cable solutions, safety 

technology integrated into the system with TwinSAFE, and the simple integration 

of EtherCAT-capable third-party components such as vision systems, flow control-

lers, valve terminals and electric grippers.

Florian Wernli cites the simple robot integration as a particular example of 

the advantages of system openness: “By integrating the robot via the EL6695 

Most of the motion axes are implemented using compact drive technology from Beckhoff with EL72x1 servomotor terminals 

and AM81xx servomotors – shown here is the embossing core process with the pneumatic highpressure press (left).
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More information:
www.keller-druck.com
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-hmi
www.beckhoff.com/ethercatp  
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EtherCAT bridge terminal and TwinCAT Robotics mxAutomation, it was possible 

to implement the pick-and-place functionality via simple configuration without 

the need for special robotics expertise. The fact that we have full control of the 

robot via PC-based control makes this the perfect solution for us.”

In addition to the C6920, the hardware core of the automation solution is 

the CP3921 multi-touch Control Panel connected via CP-Link 4, which has 

a 21.5-inch display and push-button extensions. According to Florian Wernli,  

this provides the machine end user with a control unit that is as convenient 

as it is striking: “For us, design is an extremely important factor within the 

overall machine concept. Added to this is the high display resolution, which is 

necessary for convenient access to our inspection system. Featuring a remote 

control panel mounted on a support arm, the design means that the machine, 

which offers 360-degree accessibility, really can be operated quite flexibly 

from all sides.”

Compact and flexible drive technology and I/O level

Since the automatic embossing machine handles only small workpieces, com-

pact drive technology from Beckhoff is practically made for this application. 

A total of 11 EL7211 and two EL7221 servomotor terminals, 11 EL9576 brake 

chopper terminals with ZB8110 external brake resistors, and 15 AM8100-series 

servomotors are used. Complementary motion axes from the portal system are 

implemented via three AX5203 Servo Drives and AM803x servomotors. 

According to Florian Wernli, EtherCAT also offers great advantages in terms of 

data communication: “We consistently rely on the EtherCAT standard because, 

for one, we can count on a very wide range of components from both Beckhoff 

and third-party suppliers. Another bonus is that we benefit from the extensive 

diagnostic functions and level of openness when integrating other bus systems, 

for example.” He sees another important aspect in the various options for 

reduced cabling effort: “Essentially, every cable we don’t have to lay is a real 

bonus for us. PC-based control opens up additional optimization potential here 

with EtherCAT P – in addition to CP-Link 4 and OCT. In the I/O area, we con-

sistently rely on EtherCAT P – that is, in the case of the automatic embossing 

machine, on I/O Box modules from the EPP series.” Specifically, these are an 

EPP1004 4-channel digital input, five EPP1018 8-channel digital inputs, nine 

EPP1809 and two EPP1816 16-channel digital inputs, as well as two EPP3184 

4-channel analog inputs.

Bruno Thalmann also confirms the practical advantages: “EtherCAT P simplifies 

not only installation, but also maintenance. If, for example, a sensor fails, all you 

have to do is simply unplug the cable at the socket rather than having to pull 

the whole thing through all the drag chains. And, after replacing the device, you 

simply plug it in and the system is ready to go again.”

Above: With TwinSAFE terminals (top right), safety 

functions are also integrated directly and compactly 

into the I/O system.

Right: The EL72x1 servomotor terminals (top) and 

the compact ZB8110 brake resistors (bottom) make 

for a spacesaving control cabinet design.
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Vienna State Opera: high-tech AV  
upgrades elevate quality and creativity
The renowned Vienna State Opera in Austria is considered one of the world’s leading opera houses. There are around 300 perfor-
mances with more than 60 different operas and ballets each season. This schedule is an enormous challenge for all the employees 
who work here in shifts, and for the stage technology, which must function smoothly. To give visitors the best possible listening 
experience, the sound system has been upgraded using state-of-the-art audio technology and an entirely refurbished audio control 
system. The system was brought to life by Viennese company Salzgeber GmbH, a specialist in planning and implementing high-
tech audio and video systems, working closely with Beckhoff Austria. 

No limits on audio-visual network communication with TwinCAT TCP/IP

To this day, the central box on the first level of the auditorium is called the Kaiser

loge, or Emperor’s Box, as it was reserved for the emperor and the court. The emperor 

was also able to retire to the tea salon behind it, which has been preserved in its 

original state. The sound control room is located behind the windows above the box.
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The system requirements for the sound technology were extensive: in addition to 

perfect acoustics, it needed to provide optimized diagnostics options plus energy 

metering with the ability to visualize the system, especially the amplifiers. “The 

sound system that had been in continuous use at the Vienna State Opera for 

over 20 years could no longer keep up with the sound standards set by modern 

systems. Our situation involves typical audio signals such as opera vocals, acou-

stic instruments, a choir, an organ and incidental music,” explains Athanasios 

Rovakis, who is in charge of sound and video systems at Vienna State Opera.

The choice of speakers was primarily determined by artistic requirements, such 

as organically embedding vocal and instrumental soloists or a choir depending 

on the production. The speakers also needed to produce a certain sense of 

direction and distance for the sounds and a certain sound character. “Today’s 

systems, with their modellable coverage, can be used and tuned very differently 

than they were just a few years ago. This is particularly important in situations 

involving a lot of room acoustics, as is the case in this theater,” explains Atha-

nasios Rovakis. “Due to its unique architecture, the Vienna State Opera house 

has very lively acoustics and there are sometimes long distances and different 

types of directivity to deal with. The auditory impression in the orchestra stalls 

is different from the one in the gallery, for example. Collectively, voices can 

be heard better further back in the “Stehparterre”, a standing section of the 

hall, while the upper tiers receive a more balanced sound. The auditorium can  

accommodate almost 2,700 visitors, most of whom sit in the upper two tiers, 

so of course we have to take that into account when it comes to the sound 

system,” the head audio engineer explains.

After several years of careful planning, the rebuild of the entire audio system 

was completed in November 2020. Tino Pfeifer, senior project engineer at 

Salzgeber GmbH – a specialist company with many years of experience in plan-

ning and implementing entertainment solutions – was involved from the very  

On May 25, 1869, the Vienna State Opera was ceremoniously opened with a performance 

of Mozart’s “Don Giovanni” in the presence of Emperor Franz Joseph and Empress Elisabeth 

(Sissi). Following serious damage sustained during the Second World War, the building was 

reopened on November 5, 1955 with a performance of Beethoven’s opera “Fidelio”.
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beginning. He planned and developed the monitored power supply, the amplifier 

monitoring and the connection between the amplifiers and additional signals. 

“I decided to go with an L-Acoustics speaker system – specifically, the ARCS W/F 

series sounded particularly good for the applications in this space. All the other 

integration steps then had to be based on the selected system, or be compatible 

with it,” reports Athanasios Rovakis. The sound master wanted a diagnostic 

option based on collected and analyzed audio and power amplifier data. 

“This is a function that we had previously found to be very time-consuming to 

implement in analog form, and which we definitely wanted to see brought up 

to date,” explains Athanasios Rovakis. “With the variety of audio channels we 

have to manage here, it’s important that we can clearly see if a signal is actually 

getting to where it was intended for. We also have remote control abilities – for 

example, muting via physical push-buttons, which are also integrated into the 

automation of the audio mixing console.” Other requirements were energy 

monitoring and fault diagnostics for the audio devices, as well as visualization 

of the audio system.

The next step was to find a solution that combines these functions with the  

selected audio system. This is where Beckhoff came into play as a control 

equipment supplier. Since the audio devices from L-Acoustics communicate 

with the control system via an SNMP (Simple Network Management Pro-

tocol V1.0) interface, Christian Henke from Beckhoff Austria worked closely  

with Salzgeber to develop a matching communication function block for  

TwinCAT 3.1 software. “Our TCP/IP server (TF6310) makes it possible to 

control an unlimited number of devices and functions. This is a unique selling 

point in the industry. And the response times that we offer are even faster 

than was required,” comments Michel Matuschke, industry manager for the 

entertainment industry at Beckhoff.

Energy metering for the audio system

Since the 1950s, the Vienna State Opera’s sound technology has been repeatedly 

added to and, in some cases, replaced. “This means that layer after layer was 

laid on top of each other, and that gave us a rather confusing system of cables 

and individual components to deal with in the sound control room,” explains 

Athanasios Rovakis. “With the help of Tino Pfeifer from Salzgeber, we complete-

ly redesigned the sound control room in a highly modular way, which hopefully 

means that we won’t have to make any more fundamental changes to it in the 

next 25 years,” he explains. 

The power distribution in the control room, the point from which all the audio 

and video equipment is controlled, now consists of only three cable types for 

incoming circuits, outgoing circuits, and the network. “The Beckhoff C6015 

ultra-compact Industrial PC with an EK1100 EtherCAT Coupler and matching 

bus terminals is used for power distribution; it switches the power supply on and 

off as needed, and performs diagnostics on the protective switches,” explains 

Tino Pfeifer. 

Instead of hard-wired devices, Salzgeber designed a flexible system consisting 

of eighteen 19-inch rack elements. Using the individual racks, all consumers 

and each outlet can now be assigned to groups, switched and have their energy 

status read. This configuration was created with the aim of flexibly switching 

interrelated functional units together independent of their location. The modular 

bus design even allows entire racks to be separated and moved out of the room 

for servicing. “With such a vast number of performances and rehearsals to deal 

with, each with different technical requirements, this really helps us keep track 

of everything,” says Athanasios Rovakis. “We have duplicates of every critical 

component in case something breaks. We analyze the three phases of the mains 

supply, which are equipped with their own residual-current device or circuit 

Group photo on the grand staircase of the  

Vienna State Opera, which has also been 

preserved in its original condition (from left 

to right): Balazs Bezeczky, sales engineer at 

Beckhoff Austria; David Salzgeber, managing 

director of Salzgeber; Tino Pfeifer, senior proj

ect engineer at Salzgeber; Athanasios Rovakis, 

head sound engineer at the Vienna State Opera; 

Michel Matuschke, industry manager for the 

entertainment industry at Beckhoff.
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breaker. We can dynamically switch devices via six remotely controlled and 

monitored ports, which are in the form of socket arrays.” 

All of the racks are based on the same structure, which includes a BK9100 Ether-

net Bus Coupler with two KL3403 3-phase power measurement terminals, six 

current transformers, two KM2614 4-channel relay terminals with 16 A wired to 

break contacts, and a KL1809 for monitoring the ground fault circuit interrupter 

switches. “In total, more than 100 switching channels are available with a wide 

range of monitoring options,” explains Tino Pfeifer. The power measurement ter-

minal accurately displays the status of each load. Envelope curve analysis is used 

to monitor the current consumption of each outgoing circuit with the resulting 

data stored for reference. The racks can be operated via two central keypads, as 

well as on the PC. “But we can also operate all the functions downstairs from 

the auditorium – all we need is a network connection,” adds Athanasios Rovakis. 

Visualization displays the status of all power amplifiers

The visualization software was implemented on the basis of the TwinCAT HMI 

server (TF2000) which runs on a C6515 control cabinet Industrial PC. The HMI, 

used for displaying the status of all audio devices, is made up of approximately 

1000 PLC variables on one HMI page, with the variables updated every 50 ms. It 

includes various windows that show power distribution, status monitoring and 

audio signals. “The development of the visualization or field of view was one of 

the most important aspects as far as we were concerned, and one of the main 

reasons for choosing to work with Beckhoff,” states Athanasios Rovakis. “Now 

we can use the monitor to track where things are happening. When you play 

an audio signal in a case where the speakers are far away, you receive a diffuse 

noise whose origin you can’t exactly determine when working at the mixer. This 

is where the 3D arrangement of speaker VU meters in the HMI comes in handy.” 

The audio outputs can be muted individually or all together via physical buttons 

in the control room, via the audio consoles and via the HMI. The current opera-

ting status of the amplifiers is also illuminated in the control room. A pleasant 

indirect light is created via LED strips. Blue indicates that speakers are muted. 

Red and dimmed ambient lighting in the fully automated control room is an 

“on-air” signal, which heightens the concentration of the operators. 

“One major reason for choosing the Beckhoff control system was its openness 

and the long-term availability of the components. The bus terminals enable us to 

cover every function and we have even added value by implementing functions 

that we had not even considered before,” states Athanasios Rovakis.

More information:

www.it-revolutions.com
www.wiener-staatsoper.at/en
www.beckhoff.com/entertainment-industry

Visualization of the audio device statuses. The HMI is made up of  

approximately 1000 PLC variables on one page, updated every 50 ms.
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Head Sound Engineer Athanasios Rovakis in 

the sound control room. He and his team of  

seven colleagues are responsible for every

thing involving sound engineering, for the 

video and image projections on stage and for 

the handling of Vienna State Opera’s Live at 

Home streaming.
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Govaerts Recycling started in 1995 with a great ambition to make more out of 

less. “Working in a gravel pit in the past forced us to face the fact that the land 

was being exploited,” explains Eddy Govaerts, who runs the company together 

with his sister: “Our goal was to deal with raw materials in a more sustainable 

way, and plastic waste seemed like the perfect starting point because that’s 

what we were getting paid for at the time.”

Recycling 315 million plastic bottles

Recycling of the first plastic waste began in 1997. Today, everything from 

planks, posts, decking and fences to furniture and playground equipment 

made in Alken, Belgium, can be found all over the world. These are all tested 

and certified by reputable bodies and the plastic products are 100% recyclable 

themselves. The company now works with seven machines, which transformed 

over 315 million plastic bottles into new products in 2021, and two additional 

plants are currently being planned to cope with further growth. All equipment 

is designed and built in-house by Eddy Govaerts and his team to ensure they 

retain complete control over the production process. “We want to make sure 

that everything we produce is of the highest quality, which means we not only 

have to check what goes in, but also control and understand exactly what goes 

on inside,” Eddy Govaerts outlines his philosophy.

Relying on people and technology 

One advantage of the Govaerts plants is that the entire production process from 

grinding the plastic granulate to the final product takes place in a single step. 

This means the plastic goes through one less heating and cooling cycle than pre-

vious methods, which is a real bonus that maximizes quality and saves energy. 

An equally important consideration is reliable operation around the clock, which 

is why Govaerts Recycling has been relying on the expertise and technologies of 

Beckhoff for machine automation and optimization for years. As Eddy Govearts 

explains, “Technology is always linked to people, because the more complex it 

In a closed-loop society, waste has long been used as raw material for new products. In fact, it’s a philosophy that Govaerts 
Recycling has lived by since the 1990s. But recycling is and remains a heterogeneous material flow that can demand the utmost 
from recycling machines, so it’s better if overloads can be detected quickly – for example, via the current consumption. The 
company, based in Alken, Belgium, has relied on Beckhoff measurement technology and expertise for years, most notably with 
the EL9227 electronic overcurrent protection terminals.
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Govaerts also integrates the messages from the EL9227 electronic over

current protection terminals into the HMI on its recycling machines.

Increased productivity and quality through 
data transparency and faster diagnostics

EL9227 electronic overcurrent protection terminals monitor plastic recycling 
machines and support Industrie 4.0 concepts
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becomes, the more support you need. Beckhoff Support Engineer Philippe Hénin 

is our main point of contact and understands exactly what we are doing. He 

also listens to our needs, which means he is ideally placed to offer proactive 

solutions. Now that’s something that really sets Beckhoff apart.”

A prime example of the ongoing optimization of the machines can be found 

in the EL9227 electronic overcurrent protection terminals. “The step toward 

Industrie 4.0 is huge for us when it comes to further improving the reliability of 

our machines,” explains Wouter Thieren of Govaerts Recycling, who has been 

working on this issue for four years. “The more data we collect, the better 

analyses we can perform. This not only avoids problems, but it also achieves a 

consistently higher level of quality.” For him, the EL9227 EtherCAT Terminals are 

a perfect fit for the Industrie 4.0 concept. “We work with a decentralized distri-

bution of DC circuits, and by adding two terminals to each I/O segment, we can 

provide electronic overcurrent protection to the respective machine sections.” 

The overcurrent protection terminals also speak volumes about what is happen-

ing in the machine. As Wouter Thieren explains, “We control how much current 

the electronic coupling module and the power supply unit require at the input 

and output. And, if there’s a fault, we know exactly where it’s occurring and 

can switch the terminals on and off remotely or via the system visualization 

on our HMI.”

Comprehensive diagnostics and easy integration

In the case of the EL9227 overcurrent protection terminals, Wouter Thieren relies 

on the version with advanced functions because of the numerous diagnostic 

options available: “With these EL9227s, we can perform condition monitoring 

for the entire 24 V DC circuit.” If the current consumption changes, the machine 

operator can specifically target their search for the cause. “This all demonstrates 

that we are taking another step towards predictive maintenance,” says Wouter 

Thieren. The strength of the EtherCAT Terminals lies in the hardware’s com-

bination with software and, of course, support: “With TwinCAT, Beckhoff has 

the right software to harness the full potential of the hardware. What’s more, 

Beckhoff facilitates system integration because it is virtually automatic.” For 

example, the messages from the current terminals can also be easily integrated 

into the machine’s HMI. “Our operators can then see an anomaly or fault im-

mediately and don’t have to go to the control cabinet to isolate the fault based 

on the LEDs,” explains Wouter Thieren.

There are now so many electronics in the Govaerts machines that fast and selec-

tive protection is essential, which means thermal fuses are no longer adequate. 

In comparison, the EL9227 electronic overcurrent protection terminals already 

output a warning signal at the first sign of an anomaly, and this diagnostic alone 

helps to avoid a whole host of problems. “With this in mind, our DC circuits are 

perfectly fused and protected,” emphasizes Wouter Thieren. Not only that, but 

they also comply with the requirements of DIN EN 60204-IEC, which states that, 

as of 2020, 24 V DC circuits also have to be tested. With the EL9227 EtherCAT 

Terminals, Govaerts Recycling meets the requirements of the standard and also 

benefits from an intelligent monitoring solution that can be reset electronically.

More information:
www.govaplast.com
www.beckhoff.com/overcurrent-protection
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The advanced functions of the EL9227 overcurrent protection terminals allow  

Govaerts Recycling to perform highend condition monitoring on all 24 V DC circuits.

The recycling and automation experts (from left to right): Govaerts Managing Director 

Eddy Govaerts, Philippe Hénin, Support Engineer at Beckhoff Belgium, Wouter Thieren 

from Govaerts, and Patrick Gielis, Managing Director of Beckhoff Belgium
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As a fast and clean direct printing process, pad printing is suitable for all types 

of surfaces: Computer keyboards, ballpoint pens, packaging materials, car parts, 

household appliances and toys are now being printed with this technology. “By 

the end of the 1970s, when the plastics market started to experience strong 

growth, Comec Italia launched its first pad printing solutions on the market,” 

says Manuele Baggini, Sales Director of Comec Italia and already the second 

generation at the helm of the company. Since the 1980s, Comec Italia has 

almost exclusively manufactured pad printing machines for the decoration and 

customization of products – and has repeatedly set technological milestones in 

the process. Today, Comec Italia is an international force in pad printing and a 

partner to some of the best-known corporations in numerous sectors, including 

the automotive, household appliances, medical, cosmetics, tools and beverage 

industries. 

Pad printing – the devil is in the details

The pad printing process appears quite simple in its basic steps: A silicone pad 

picks up the image or lettering to be printed in ink form from a plate engraved 

with the print motif (negative) and transfers it directly to the object. What 

sounds easy in theory is anything but simple in practice.
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Highly flexible printing technology  
deserves flexible automation
The wide range of applications for the pad printing process demands an equal amount of flexibility 
from the automation technology it uses. Simplicity and efficiency are just as important in the project 
planning of the mostly customer-specific systems. The printing machine manufacturer Comec Italia 
relies for this on PC-based control from Beckhoff and thus benefits from high modularity, scalability 
and simple programming.

Modular and scalable control 
technology for pad printing machines 

There is almost nothing that cannot be  

printed with high precision and speed using 

Comec Italia’s pad printing machines.
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The basic design of the pad printing machines from the company based in 

Cavaria in northern Italy consists of the printing plate, an ink box that moves 

over the plate and also wipes excess ink from the non-engraved areas, and 

the pad that picks up the ink from the printing plate and applies it to the 

workpiece. The more colors a motif requires, the more pads, printing plates and 

printing processes are necessary. “Everything has to work quickly, in perfect 

synchronization and with very high precision,” Manuele Baggini outlines the 

typical challenges: Speed and precision are only compatible if the mechanics 

are manufactured precisely and if the automation technology works quickly and 

absolutely synchronously.

Furthermore, in addition to mastering the core process, the loading and un-

loading systems as well as devices for the pre-treatment and post-treatment 

of the parts must also be integrated. In many cases, these process steps are 

essential for the print, to ensure that the ink dries and adheres to the surface 

of the component.

“Our first machines were electromechanical and still worked very simply,” recalls 

Manuele Baggini: “The operator had to manually load and unload the parts, 

which were usually only printed in one or two colors.” Naturally, Comec Italia 

customers demanded faster and more powerful machines over time, which went 

PC Control 01 | 2022       worldwide | italy

Pad printing machines have long since developed into complete systems with loading 

and unloading stations including robotics and fully automatic alignment of printing 

plates with the aid of image processing.
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hand in hand with the development of electronic and pneumatic automation 

systems. Gradually, the pad printing machines were expanded into complete sys-

tems with infeeds, robots and pick-and-place mechanisms which caused output 

to accelerate significantly. Manuele Baggini cites caps such as those used by the 

beverage industry as an example: “Today, we have pad printing machines that 

print up to 120,000 caps per hour. That’s almost 35 caps per second.” 

Comec Italia says it is one of only a few companies that can still produce the 

entire pad printing system in-house: From machine design and programming to 

joinery and pad manufacturing, to machine-varnishing and consumables. “We 

still have a catalog of standard machines, but most new systems are designed 

based on specific customer requirements. Accordingly, automation technology 

must be flexible to adapt.”

Integrated, scalable and open system

Comec Italia builds pad printing machines with up to seven axes that are fully 

equipped with Beckhoff technology: From the machine control to the motors 

and drives, including safety. “Our relationship with Beckhoff began many years 

ago. What we liked right off the bat was the simplicity, but we also liked the 

effectiveness that PC-based control offers as a modular, flexible and perfectly 

integrated system even more,” says Manuele Baggini. These include PLCs, drives 

and communication modules that facilitate the entire workflow, from design 

worldwide | italy       PC Control 01 | 2022

The Italian machine builder Comec Italia is  

one of the few companies that still handles the 

complete pad printing technology inhouse, 

starting with pad production.

The EtherCAT I/O stations of the machine  

modules supply both standard signals and 

safety signals to the central machine controller.
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and project planning to wiring, programming and installation of the machine. 

According to Manuele Baggini, the EtherCAT I/O system from Beckhoff has long 

been essential for Comec Italia, as it optimally supports the wiring of additional 

modules and their integration into the control architecture.

Comec Italia automates its pad printing systems with TwinCAT software and, 

depending on requirements, with various built-in Panel PCs from Beckhoff: 

CP2216, CP2712, CP6607, CP6701. The motion axes are implemented via  

TwinCAT NC PTP and AX5000 Servo Drives with AX5801 TwinSAFE option card 

and AM8000 Servomotors with One Cable Technology (OCT). In addition, there 

are different EtherCAT and TwinSAFE Terminals. 

“Furthermore, the standard PC-based architecture of the Beckhoff system makes 

it much easier to program and customize the interfaces for various customers,” 

continues Manuele Baggini, adding, “Even over 15 years ago, we were able 

to use Beckhoff technology to remotely connect to the machines in order to 

download data or diagnose any problems that might have arisen.” From a 

business point of view, this brought and still brings enormous advantages, since 

the Comec Italia machines are installed all over the world. On the HMI side, 

PC-based control and the latest generation of multi-touch panels also generate 

improvements, for the customer and especially for the machine operator, ac-

cording to Manuele Baggini.

Continuous development and improvement

With Beckhoff technology, Comec Italia customers can leverage high-perfor-

mance machines from which they can call up valuable production information 

at any time. And Comec Italia can constantly monitor the machines remotely, i.e. 

to retrieve parameters, productivity, machine stops and alarms, which improves 

system availability and profitability. 

“Beckhoff and their local team in Italy always provide expert service and tech-

nical support, are flexible and respond virtually in real time, to a wide variety of 

requests,” says Manuele Baggini with satisfaction. This experience encourages 

him to also implement additional innovations together with Beckhoff and with 

PC-based control: They are currently evaluating the integration of TwinCAT 

Vision, which will expand the range of available machine vision functions. The 

advantage: With high-performance image processing as an added component 

to the Beckhoff platform, the benefits of an integrated development system also 

come into play. The image processing systems are used to center the plates – 

and thus the inks – automatically, to align the workpiece and to precisely select 

the printing area.

In addition, Comec Italia customers’ demand an architecture that is as standard-

ized as possible and capable of Industrie 4.0 communication and integration. 

“The Beckhoff system already has all the features to effectively master this task 

as well,” concludes Manuele Baggini.

More information:
www.comec-italia.com
www.beckhoff.com/print
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The open PCbased control architecture  

enables, among other things, the integration  

of systems into customer networks and com

prehensive diagnostics.©
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It goes on and on – ETG membership growth

©
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After almost twenty years, the EtherCAT Technology Group is still the fastest 

growing fieldbus user organization in the world.

Keeping in mind that EtherCAT and the ETG are already celebrating their  

20th anniversary next year, one could assume that the number of manufac-

turers of EtherCAT devices and users of the technology joining the EtherCAT 

Technology Group every year is gradually decreasing or at least stagnating. 

But this is by no means the case: The ETG is and remains not only the largest, 

but also the fastest growing fieldbus user organization, with an average of 

more than 400 new members every 12 months – and this has been constant 

since 2014. Thus, the worldwide membership now stands at more than  

6,500 member companies from a total of 69 countries. It is also interesting 

to know that the members are not individuals – they cannot join – but legal 

entities, i.e. companies, institutions or universities. The ETG is also a truly 

international association. More than 2,600 of its members come from Asia, 

including 1,200 in China and Taiwan and more than 700 in Japan. And there 

are over 900 member companies in America as well. Accordingly, the success 

of EtherCAT can be seen all over the world, and there seems to be no end 

in sight.
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“The hype is over” – Martin Rostan as a guest  
on “5 Minuten Automatisierung”

It goes on and on – ETG membership growth

Looking towards the future – EtherCAT events 
again increasingly in presence

More information:

www.ethercat.org

In the podcast “5 Minuten Automatisierung”, Martin Rostan, Executive Director of ETG, 

takes questions from Kai Binder, editorinchief of SPS Magazine. 

The last live EtherCAT seminar has taken place in New Zealand in February 2020.

In the context of the podcast “5 Minuten Automatisierung” of the 

SPS-Magazin editor-in-chief Kai Binder regularly talks to people 

from different areas of automation technology. This is also the case 

with Martin Rostan, Executive Director of the EtherCAT Technology 

Group (ETG), who gives an overview of the ETG and EtherCAT in  

the interview, explains why he thinks the hype about TSN is over  

and, last but not least, reveals in which situation he prefers a glass 

of wine to a beer. You can listen to the “5 Minuten Automatisierung” 

show of the SPS-Magazin wherever podcasts are available and at 

www.sps-magazin.de/podcasts. 

After the Corona pandemic had massively slowed down the partic-

ipation in and the organization of own face-to-face events, ETG is 

looking positively into the future in 2022. In addition to EtherCAT 

training courses and seminars, which are to be held live again to a 

greater extent depending on the current situation, ETG also plans 

to participate in numerous international trade fairs. For example, 

ETG invites to one of the first EtherCAT presentation seminars since  

2020 still in March. The half-day event, which is aimed at end users,  

system integrators, OEMs, product managers, decision makers, 

students as well as EtherCAT device manufacturers, will provide 

participants with comprehensive information on EtherCAT as well as 

Industrial Ethernet itself and give insights into current trends such as 

Industrie 4.0, IoT and EtherCAT G. The venue will be the University of 

Reykjavík (RU) in Reykjavík, Iceland. In addition, ETG is particularly 

pleased about the renewed participation in various trade fairs in the 

first half of the year, such as MODEX in the USA, SPS Italia in Italy, 

and Hannover Messe and embedded world in Germany.
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Germany

Anuga FoodTec

26 – 29 April 2022

Cologne

www.anugafoodtec.com

CWIEME Berlin

10 – 12 May 2022

Berlin

www.berlin.coilwindingexpo.com

SENSOR+TEST

10 – 12 May 2022

Nuremberg

www.sensor-test.de

Meorga MSR-Spezialmesse Halle (Saale)

18 May 2022

Halle (Saale)

www.meorga.de

Hannover Messe

30 May – 02 June 2022

Hanover

www.hannovermesse.de

LogiMAT

31 May – 02 June 2022

Stuttgart

www.logimat-messe.de/en

Automotive Testing Expo

21 – 23 June 2022

Stuttgart

www.testing-expo.com/europe

embedded world

21 – 23 June 2022

Nuremberg

www.embedded-world.de/en

Automatica

21 – 24 June 2022

Munich

www.automatica-munich.com

The Battery Show Europe

28 – 30 June 2022

Stuttgart

www.thebatteryshow.eu/en

ACHEMA

22 – 26 August 2022

Frankfurt am Main

www.achema.com

drinktec

12 – 16 September 2022

Munich

www.drinktec.com

AMB

13 – 17 September 2022

Stuttgart

www.messe-stuttgart.de/amb/en

Meorga MSR-Spezialmesse Ludwigshafen

14 September 2022

Ludwigshafen

www.meorga.de

FACHPACK

27 – 29 September 2022

Nuremberg

www.fachpack.de/en

WindEnergy Hamburg

27 – 30 September 2022

Hamburg

www.windenergyhamburg.com

Austria

Intertool

10 – 13 May 2022

Wels

www.intertool.at

POWER-CIRCLE

18 – 19 May 2022

Salzburg

www.power-days.at

Belgium

Indumation

18 – 20 May 2022

Kortrijk

www.indumation.be

M+R

24 May 2022

Namur

www.im-namur.be

Czech Republic

Amper

17 – 20 May 2022

Brno

www.amper.cz

Denmark

EL & TEKNIK

03 – 05 May 2022

Odense

www.elogteknikmessen.dk

ROBOTBRAG

05 – 06 May 2022

Odense

www.dira.dk

Automation

13 – 15 September

Brøndby

www.automatikmesse.dk

Finland

Teknologia 22

03 – 05 May 2022

Helsinki

https://teknologia.messukeskus.com

PacTec, FoodTec und PlastExpo Nordic

18 – 19 May 2022

Helsinki

https://pfsptec.messukeskus.com

Pohjoinen Teollisuus 

18 – 19 May 2022

Oulu

https://pohjoinenteollisuus.expomark.fi

PulPaper

07 – 09 June 2022

Helsinki

https://pulpaper.messukeskus.com

SähköTeleValoAV

07 – 09 September 2022

Jyväskylä

www.paviljonki.fi/messut/sahkomessut

Elintarviketeollisuus messut

14 – 15 September 2022

Tampere

www.elintarviketeollisuus.fi

Alihankinta

27 – 29 September 2022

Tampere

www.alihankinta.fi

France

Global Industrie

17 – 20 May 2022

Paris

www.global-industrie.com

Italy

IPACK-IMA

03 – 06 May 2022

Milan

www.ipackima.com

SPS Italia

24 – 26 May 2022

Parma

www.spsitalia.it

Norway
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29 August – 01 September 2022

Stavanger

www.ons.no
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ISE

10 – 13 May 2022

Barcelona

www.iseurope.org

Hispack

24 – 27 May 2022

Barcelona

www.hispack.com 
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BIEMH

13 – 17 June 2022

Bilbao

https://biemh.bilbaoexhibitioncentre.com

Sweden
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26 – 29 April 2022

Stockholm

www.nordbygg.se

Elmia Automation

10 – 13 May 2022

Jönköping

www.elmia.se/automation

Switzerland

EPHJ

14 – 17 June 2022

Genf

www.ephj.ch

United Kingdom

SPE Offshore Europe

05 – 08 September 2022

Aberdeen

www.offshore-europe.co.uk

PPMA Show

27 – 29 September 2022

Birmingham

www.ppmashow.co.uk

Asia

China

CDIIF

27 – 29 April 2022

Chengdu

www.cdiif.com

SCIIF

07 – 09 June 2022

Shenzhen

www.sciif.com

CIPPE

06 – 08 July 2022

Beijing

www.cippe.com.cn

InfoComm China

13 – 15 July 2022

Beijing

www.infocomm-china.com

productronica China

13 – 15 July 2022

Shanghai

www.productronica-china.com

Testing Expo China – Automotive

05 – 07 September 2022

Shanghai

www.testing-expo.com/china

CWP

06 – 08 September 2022

Beijing

www.chinawind.org.cn

IAS

20 – 24 September 2022

Shanghai

www.industrial-automation-show.com

India

Automation Expo

16 – 19 August 2022

Mumbai

www.automationindiaexpo.com

Japan

FOOMA JAPAN

07 – 10 June 2022

Tokyo

www.foomajapan.jp

ROBOT TECHNOLOGY JAPAN

30 June – 02 July 2022

Aichi

www.robot-technology.jp

Malaysia

IRGCE 2022

06 – 08 September 2022

Kuala Lumpur

www.margma.com.my

South Korea

SIMTOS

23 – 27 May 2022

Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

www.simtos.org

KOREA PACK

14 – 17 June 2022

Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

www.koreapack.org/kor

Taiwan

Touch Taiwan

27 – 29 April 2022

Taipei

www.touchtaiwan.com

Automation Taipei

24 – 27 August 2022

Taipei

www.chanchao.com.tw/AutomationTaipei

SEMICON Taiwan

14 – 16 September 2022

Taipei

www.semicontaiwan.org

United Arab Emirates

World Utilities Congress

09 – 11 May 2022

Abu Dhabi

www.worldutilitiescongress.com

Vietnam

VIAF

08 – 10 June 2022

Binh Duong

www.vietnamindustrialfiesta.com

North America

Canada

DEX Expo Hamilton

20 September 2022

Mount Hope, ON

www.dexexpo.com

United States

ATX West

12 – 14 April 2022

Anaheim, CA

www.atxwest.com

OTC

02 – 05 May 2022

Houston, TX

https://2022.otcnet.org

INTERPHEX

24 – 26 May 2022

New York, NY

www.interphex.com

Hannover Messe USA

12 – 17 September 2022

Chicago, IL

www.hannovermesseusa.com

The Battery Show

13 – 15 September 2022

Novi, MI

www.thebatteryshow.com

Oceania

New Zealand

EMEX

31 May – 02 June 2022

Auckland

www.emex.co.nz
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The protection of  
employees, customers and  
visitors is our top priority; 

due to the COVID-19  
pandemic, below listed 
trade show dates are  

subject to change  
without notice. 

*

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows
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